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Young Wild West and. the Boy Ranchcro
OR, HELPING A TENDERFOOT TO ... SUCCESS
By AN OLD SCOUT
---. one would want to bother about comin' to this
CHAPTER 1.-"Smithy."
place for. If a stranger was to hapl)en to come
.
.·
.
Yo1;1ng W1ld West wi~h In~ two ~artners and here, I'll bet he would be anxious. to git away
t~e girls who traveled 'Yith h1m on his horseback ag'in as quick as he could. It ain't much of a
ndes throughout. the wild~st parts of the. region country around here, from what I kin see."
"That's all right, Charlie. I suppose the staknown as the W1l_d West m. search of exc:tement
and adventure, u1tchE:d their c3:m1> one mg!1t. at tion was established here for the benefit of those
!_iusk near a small railroa~ station called ~dims, who live miles away, vet at the same time makm ~he easte~n pa:t. of Arizona. At the time of ing it the nearest town for them to get to the
·
which we write, Bllhngs was not much of a place. railroad .,
.. ,,
· .
"
A station had been located there for the conMo~t hkely, Wild,_ and the scout se_emed to
venience of miners and the ranchmen who were
scattered about for a radius of somethinl? over be_ satisfied. The girls we have mentioned as
a hundred miles. The young deadshot and his ~e~ng 1!1-embers of the. party were Cheyenne Charcompanions had seen the· glitter of the steel rails he_s wife, Anna; Anetta Murdock, th1; golden~
just before the sun set, and then after reaching hai_red. sweethe~rt of our hero, and Eloise Gardthe top of a rise they were able. to distinguish ner, Jim Da::::t s sweetheart. Thert: were two
a few small buildings. This told them plainly 0thers ~elongmg ~o the party, and it wou!d be
that there was a station there, so they decided ha rd1 Y r!J?ht to omit mention of them. They were
tw!> Chinamen, brothers, named Hop Wah and
to move on and camp near it.
Wmg Wah. Hop was the handv man, for he
li •
. 1
1
Th ere -we.re certa m_v
th b. not _many peop e vm_J? could do a little everything thoug-h f
or . e 11?
'
t.h
rt f h .
t
near the railroad station, which was a box affair
divided into two compartments, one for the wait- hJ?~s l)a O t ~ tune ere was_really no_thmg- for
im to do. WmJ? was the cook, and a right good
ing- l)asseng-ers and the other for the man who
.
acted as a ticket agent and teleg-raph operator. one ~e was.
With the exception of th~ tw~ heathen~ they
A keeri looking fellow who surely had not been
born in that pa1·t of the country was the pro- were all excellent s!1,ots, with either a rifle. or
orietor of the saloon which he chose to call a revolver. Young- Wild West had won the title
hotel, though when YounJ? Wild West and his of Champion Deadshot of the We~t, so it is easy
friends dismounted at the door they were auickly to gu_e ss that they were never without a supply
?f gam~. Their outfit was -a good one,. too, and
told that they could not be accommodated for
nig-ht, since there were only four rooms in the it !equi!ed two pack-horses to cai:ry it about.
house. This made little difference, however. The This mig~t have seem~d ~ pecuhar . way ,for
partv had been in the habit of camping out for Young- Wlld West and his friends to en.10:v themsomething like four years, and it made little dif- se~ves. Yet they liked it so well that i~ is a sure
ference whether they were within the confi'n es of thmg that t~ey co1;1ld not have been mduced to
a town or put upon the plains. The half a dozen se~tle down m a city or town, no matter what
men loitering- at the so-called hotel looked at our pnce they may have been offered to do it.
The campfire was kept burning- brig-htly after
friends with no little interest. No one said anything- that might be l)laced as an insult, so the re- the evening- meal had been eaten, and as they
sult was that the young deadshot selected a spot were sitting- about it talking- of the poo-r appearclose to the shallow brook not more than two ance of the surrounding country, footsteps were
heard, telling them that some one was approach· hundred feet from the station.
"! reckon this will be all ri1d1t, boys," he said ing. A man who was walkinR" rather unsteadily
to his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, showed up throu11:h the darkness, and all eyes
and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy. "Maybe we'll were turned upon him as he came along tohang around here long enough to see a train come ward the fire. Not until he -g-ot to within a few
in. There's always somethinl!:' to interest you feet of the circle did the man come to a halt.
Then he lo,pked around, and, as soon as his eyes
when a train stops at a station."
'·That's rig-ht, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie an- had become -accustomed to the lig-ht. he ,rave a
.-wered. "But I don't know what in thunder any nod and said:1
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"Which of yer is Young- Wild West?"
"I reckon I'm the one you're looking for,
stranger,". the young deaclshot answered, as he
arose and faced him.
"Oh, you're Young Wild West, eh?"
"Yes, that's who I happen to be. What do you
want?"
"Nothin' jest now. I heard somebodv talkin'
about yer at the hotel, an' I thought I'd come over
an' have a look at yer."
"You heard, some one talking about me at the
hotel, eh? Well, I don't know of having told
any one who I was. We simply went there, and
finding that we could not be accommodated to
sleep there until morning, we came over here and
put up our tents."
"Yes, I heard all about that. But there must
have been somebody there what knowed yer."
"I don't suppose there is anything strange if
that is the case. So vou don't want anything in
particular, then?"
"Nothin' at all, any more than I jest wanted
to see yer." Our hero had been sizing him up
while the words were exchanged. He put clown
the stranger right away as being one of the
rascally sort--a bad man, so to speak. A big revolver hung at either hip, and the yellow shirt he
wore was loose at the neck. The corduroy
trousers with buttons running down the sides
and a pair of high-heeled boots with spurs attached about completed his attire, though it can
be added that a sombrero common to those parts
rested upon his head. The face was smoothshaven, showing that the man took enough pride
in himself to shave occasionally.
"I said I jest wanted to have a look at yer,
that's all," he remarked, as he spat a mouthful
of tobacco juice. "You're s'posecl to be the ChamJ>ion Deaclshot, or somethin' like that, ain't yer ?"
"I can't say what I am supposed to be,
stranger. I believe a few of my friends call me
that. But I don't go around bragging about it,
even if I'm pretty good with a gun and rifle."
"Oh, you don't brag about it, eh? Well, I
don't see what a kid like you oughter do any
braggin' for, anyhow. Maybe you have done a lot
of practicin' by shootin' at a mark, an' yer may
be putty quick with a gun, too. But that don't
say that you're anv champion deaclshot."
"You have got that about right. I am not i,aying that I am a champion deadshot. But wait a
minute. I believe you said you just came over
to have a look at me. You certainly have had
a good opportunity, so what is the use of trying
to start up an argument?"
"I never started up an argument in my life.
What are you tryin' to talk about, anyhow?"
Young Wild West knew quite well that the fellow
was trying to start trouble. While he was ready
to make it, he did not feel just then as if he
ought to hasten it along.
"You might introduce yourself, so I'll know
who I'm talking to," he said, after a short
i:;ilence.
"That's so. I reckon I forgot about that. I'm
Smithy. I'm takin' charge of a ranch that lays
somethin' like forty miles to the south of here.
Mavbe you could tell that I wai; from a ranch
by the looks of me."
"Ye., I'll admit you look like a cowboy. You
,tnn't hP.lonl!' herP. in town. then?"

"Town, eh ? You don't call this a town," and
the man laughed harshly. "This i only a jumpin' off place. I wouldn't be up here if it wasn't
that I had to come an' meet a tenderfoot who is
due here when the train arrives at seven tomorrow mornin'."
"Came to meet a tenderfoot, eh?"
"Yes, an' the worst part of it is that the tenderfoot is goin' to be my boss. It's his ranch
that I've been in charge of for the past two
months."
"Tell us all about it," Wild said, in his cool arid
easy way.
"Oh!" and Smithy put up his forefinger jeeringly. "Gittin' inquisitive, eh? Well, I reckon
I ain't goin' to tell you another thing. It ain't
none of your business, anyhow."
"No, of course not," the boy answered. with
a laugh. "But you started in talking, so I
thought you might feel like going right ahead."
Smithy gave a start as though his ears might
. have deceived him. He placed his hand upon the
butt of a gun at the same time. He half turned
to show that he was holding the butt of one of
the big revolvers he carried.
"Let go that piece of hardware, please, and be
on your way." Young Wild West spoke as
though he was simply making a simple request.
But it happened that a revolver leaped from the
holster at the same time, and the next thing
Smithy knew he was staring into the muzzle of
it. Smithy bunched his shoulders, and, turning,
started slowly awav from the camp. All hands
kept their eyes in the direction he had taken, and
just as he disappeared from view behind a clump
of rocks the report of a revolver rang out, and
Wild heard a bullet whizz past his head. He saw
the flash, too, and knew it was Smithy who had
fired the shot.
"Take it easy, everybody," he said, in his cool
and easy way, as he waved hi~ hand . to, his companions. "That fellow is a dangerous customer.
But I can't understand why he came here to start
trouble. Now, then, it's hardly likely he'll fire
again, so we'll give him a chance to get to the
station. Then we'll go over there and interview
him."
CHAPTER IL-Smithy Admits His Guilt.
The villain who called himself Smithy had fired
the shot that came very close to putting an end to
Young Wild West. He did not even wait to look ·
to see if his bullet had found the mark, but
sprang away throu,rh the darkness and ran as
if his verv life depended upon it toward the
shanty hotel. It was a warm evening in the
early fall, and two or three men were standinJ?
idly about near the door, over which was suspended from a piece of timber a big lamp that
was burning brightly.
"Hello, Smithy!" a man called out pleasantly.
"How did you make out? Got shot at, I reckon.
We heard it."
"Yes, I was shot at, all right," the villain answered quickly, as a sudden thought came into
his mind. "But I wouldn't say it come from the
c?.mp I visited. Somebody fired the, shot from
off to the right. Most likely it's some sneakin'
,rnloot what's uown on me. an' wanted to try and
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kill me in the dark. But it's all right, bovs. I
reckon you know the kind of a man Smithy is.
He's putty lucky about gittin' shot by his enemies,
an' he generally finds out who's agin' him an'
gits his satisfaction. You know that putty well."
"That's right, Smithy," the man who appeared
to be a miner retorted, as he stepped out and followed him into the bar-room.
"They ain't
ketchin' you nappin' very handy. But how did
you make out over there? You said you didn't
think much of Young Wild West, an' that you
wanted to have a good square look at him."
"I made out all . right enough, but I got to
i;ayin' things I hadn't oughter, I s'pose, an' they
didn't like it much. I was invited to leave~ an'
I had sense enough to do it."
"I'm glad you didn't g-o into trouble over there,
Smithy," a rather young man who was also a
cowbov observed, as he stepped up to the bar
and leaned uoon it on his elbows. "When I told
yer it was Young Wild West who stopped here
an' wanted to put up for the night, I didn't think
it was goin' to rile yer any. But you said as
how you had heard a lot about him, an' that he
had put yo11r brother in prison for somethin'
·lie didn't do. I reckon you said you was goin' to
git square, too, didn't you?"
"I don't know as I said anything like that,"
1·etorted the villain quickly. "All's I remember
of sayin' about it was that I'd jest like to have
a look at the kid what was said to be the Champion Deaclshot."
"Maybe vou didn't, then," the cowboy retorted,
with a shake of his head. "But let's have a drink.
I've always known you to be a putty good feller,
an' if I kin help ver find the man who shot at
yer in the dark, I'll be mig·htv g-lad to do so. I
believe in fair play every time. This here shootin'
at a feller behind his back, an 1 in the dark, too,
ain't to my liki.n', an' I'll stand ready any time
to help ketch the one who does it, an' give him
what's comin' to him. A rope is the only thing
tJ1at should be used in sich cases."
"All rizht, Pete. I know you'll help me all
right. You're the new hand at the Good Luck
Ranch, an' from what I've seen of yer you do
your work well an' fair an' square toward everybody. Sartin I'll have a ·drink with yer." At
that moment footsteps were heard in the small
1·oom that adjoined the bar-room in the rear. It
seemed that those standinir about the bar knew
there had been no one in the room, for they all
turned and looked that way instantly. What
thev saw was nothing more or less than a Chlnan1an, who promptly crossed the threshold of the
door and then began bowing and smiling right
and left. It was Hop Wah, who was sometimes
called Young Wild West's Clever Chinee. The
heathen, who had a great fondness for tanglefoot, as he called whisky, had slipped from the
camp while Young Wild West and his partners
were talking about going over to the hotel. Wild
and Charlie were even then on their way, but
Hop had made a bee-line through the darkness,
and had no difficulty in finding the rear entrance
to the place.
"Velly nicee evening," he observed, blandly,
after he had done bowing- to the assemblage,
which numbered about a dozen. "Me namee Hop
Wah: comee flom China. Velly smartee Chi nee.
:Workee for Young- Wild West. Shootee :velly
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muchee stlaight. Dlinkee plenty tanglefoot, play
dlaw pokee, havee plentv fun. Hip hi, hoolay !"
He raised his voice to Quite a high pitch as the
last rattled from his lips, and then apparently
satisfied that he had made :-. good impression, he
strutted straig1lt to the bar, and nodding to the
man in charge, said:
"A lillee tanglefoot, please. Me gottee plenty
money, and me pay velly muchee quickee."
"All right, John," was the reply- from the
proprietor, who was there drbking himself. "I
reckon if you have g-ot the money you kin have
the drink. That's what I'm here for. It makes
no difference whether a man is white, red, black
or yellow. His money is good every time."
"I've seen that heathen afore," the cowboy
called Pete observed, as he nodded to Smithy.
"He's a magician, I believe you call it."
"A magician!" echoed the ranch boss who expected to be discharged. "Whoever heard of a
heathen bein' an.vthing like that?"
"This one is," - the cowbov declared, with a
shake of his head. "I seen him doin' the blamedest tricks a man ever dreamed of once. It was
down at--"
"Never mind where it was," interrupted
Smithy. "I don't care if he is a magician. He
said he was with Young Wild West, an' I s'pose
that settles it."
"Lat allee samee settle it, so be," Hop Wah
spoke up, smiling blandly a,; the villain.
"I meant when I said it settled it. that you
wasn't no good!" exclaimed Smithy, his eves
flashing and his face flushing· with anger.
"You makee velly muchee mistakee, my fliend,"
Hop retorted. "Younir Wild West comee here
pletty quickee, and mavbe vou no likee when he
shootee you." Smithy cast an involuntary glance
toward the open doorway. As if he was to see
exactly what he was looking for, Young- Wild
\Vest came in at that verv moment, followed by
Cheyenne Charlie. There was a smile on the
face of the young deadshot as he glanced hastily
at the .faces before him, and then with a nod
that probably meant he , was well satisfied that
they were all right, he said:
"Good-evening, gentlemen." Smithy alone appeared to be ill at ease. He stepped around to
the other side of Pete, and got at the end of the
bar, which was prettv close to the door through
which Hop had entered.
"Don't be in a hurry, Smithy," the young deadshot called out, the smile still showing on his
face.
"I wasn't goin' out," was the retort.
"Oh, you're not going out, eh? Well, that's
all right. Landlord, put out some ciirars. Maybe the boys feel like smoking. If they don't they
can take what thev like. I don't drink anvthingstrong- myself, but that don't say I .must tell
others what thev shall do. Step up, gentlemen."
The invitation was promptly accepted, and a few
seconds later every man in the place was as close
to the little bar as he could possibly get. The
proprietor looked at them expectantly, and then
put a box of ciirars on the bar. Wild and Charlie
each took one, and then the man nearest did the
same. It seemed to be catching. Nine of ten
there no doubt would have preferred a drink of
whisky, but thev all took the cigar, and promptly
Hg·hted it. Wer say all, but should have excepted
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Smithy, who leaned against the wall , his left
arm on the bar, and his right hovering close to
the butt of a revolver. HP. did not offer to take
a cigar, nor did he ask for anything else.
"Going to have something-, Smithy?" our hero
said, as he nodded at him -pleasantly.
"I don't want to smoke jest now., Young Wild
·
West," was the reply.
"Mavbe you would rather drink. I jest had a
drink."
"All right, you don't have to take anything- if
you don't feel like it. -But say, I want to ask you
question."
"What do you want to ask me?" came the reply
ir. a hesitating manner.
"Who fired that shot just after you left our
camp a little while ago?"
· "That's what I've been tryin' to find out," and
Smithy looked around at the crowd in a sort of
triumph. ''I s'pose though," he added, "i"hakin12:
his head, "that some one who don't like me was
trvin' to git me in the dark."
·uy ou think so, eh?"
"Yes, I don't know what else to think about
it. I know putty well t_h at the· shot didn't come
from your camp."
"It certainly didn't. But I'll tell you one thing,
the bullet came very close to hitting me. I'll
wager that it didn't go anv further than two
Smithy
inches awa y front my right ear."
sh• ug-g-ed his shoulders and acted as though he
did not know what to say to this. But he suddenly brightened up, and turning to Pete, whom
he seemed to regard a-s a friend, observed:
"I must ha.ve been putty nigh in a line with the
camp when the g-aloot took a shot at me, Pete.
The bullet missed me, an' come close to gittin'
Young Wild West. I s'pose if it hacr hit him I
would have been blamed for doin' it."
"You saw the flash when the shot was fired, l
suppose, Smithy ?" Wild observed, coolly.
"No, I didn't," was the quick reply. "I was
lookin' straight back at your camp when I heard
the crack. That's why I was so sartin t hat no
one from the camp fired."
"Did vou hear the hum of the bullet?"
"Yes,· I did."
"Smithy," Young Wild West spoke up, after a
short silence. "you know very well that no one
fired a shot at vou. Some one did fire at me,
thoug-h . Now:, then, tell me who it wa s." The
crowd pressed back, leaving an open space before
the bar. Even Pete thoug-ht it wi se to do this,
for there was something- in the boy's voice and
the expression of his face just then tha t told
plainly that even though he was cool as an iceberg- he was ready to shoot.
"I don't know who it wa s. When I heard t he
gun p:o off I thoug-ht sure it was an enemy of mine
tryin' to po-p me over," declared Smith~·. trying
his best to appear bold and indifferent, but fai ling miserably.
"You do know who it was who fired t he shot.
Now then, I'll g-ive you ten seconds to tell me who
lt was, or I'll -put a hole through the crown of
vour )1at." Then as quick as a flash a revolver
flashed in the hand of the boy, and up it went on
a line with the villain's hat.
"I-I don't know, Young V.' ild ,ve~t." ~tarn:mered Smithy. "I didn't do it, an' I can't tell yer

a

who did." Crack! The sharp report rang out
and those standing close enough saw a hole suddenly show. itself in the crown of Smithy's hat.
"You lie, Smithy!" and Wild took a step. closer
to him, the revolver still leveled at him. "You
tell me who fired that shot. If you don't do it
inside of another ten seconds I'll put a hole
through your heart."
"Hold on, Young Wild West!" and the villain
actually '<lrop-ped upon his knees and threw up
his hands. "I done it, but I only done it to scare
yer. I didn't mean to hit yer."
"All right, Smithy," and the boy laug-hed
lig-htly and returned the revolver to the holster.
"I knew I could make you tell the truth. Now
then, g-entlemen," and he waved his hand to those
standing- about, "maybe . you didn't know what
sort of a man Smithy was before. But you know ·
now. He came o er to our camp and got pretty
fresh. He used a few insulting remarks, and then
I told him to light out. He didn't want to do it
at first, and made a move as thoup:h he was g-oing
to shoot. But he didn't shoot .iust then. He
waited until he got behind a rock, and then he
took a crack at me. Fortunately the bullet
missed me. He has owned up to it, so I reckon
that will be about all for the present."

CHAPTER III.-The Tenderfoot Arrives.
Smithy got up and slunk away to a corner of
the room, where M sat down on a table all by
himself.
"Hooray for Young Wild West!" yelled Pete,
the cowboy. "Altog-ether, , boys. Give him a
rousin' old cheer." The men were not slow to
respond, and the rafters of the shanty hotel fairly
sl10ok as they .ioined in a loud hunah.
"I did sorter think," Pete remarked, as soon as
something- like silence was restored, "that Smithy
was what :ver might call an abused man. Since
I've knowed him he's treated me all rig-ht, but
I've heard a lot say they don't like him; an' when
he said somebody had shot at him, I believed hin1.
I never dreamed of sich a thing- as his shootin' at
Young Wild West. Boys, I ain't g-ot no use for
Smithy any more, an' I want you to know it.
He's right in there, an' hears everything- I say, so
tliere won't be no mistake about it." The villainous ranch boss slowlv arose, and facing- the
crowd near the bar, he raised a fing-er warningl y,
and said:
"None of you fellers understands this ·business, so you ain't g-ot rio rig-ht to think too hard
of me. I've irot a brother in -prison, an' Y ounl?
Wild West was the means of g-ittin' him there.
Maybe if you understand that you'll chang-e vou.r
mind about me a little."
"That don't sa y that you had a rig-ht to take a
shot at Young- Wild West · in the da1·k, Smithy,''
a miner retorted, as he took a couple of steps
toward the man, as if he meant to tackle him.
"Hold on a minute, g-entlemen," Wild called
out, in a rin.sring- voice. "T~e's no need of having any further trouble here. Smithy says I was
the means of putting- his brother in prison. That
ma y be true, but as I never knew there was such
a person as Smithy living until this evening, I
certainly didn't know that I was sendin12: a
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brother of his to prison. I'm glad to say that I working there long enough to know anything
have helped send Quite a few men there. But you about the business affairs. The young deadshot
can bet all you're worth that they w~re deserving decided that Pete should hold his job when the
of it. This country is full of thieves and rascals boy tenderfoot took charge. But Smithy must
who ought to be sent to prison. I take pleasure go. He made up his mind to this just as if he
in helping all I can to do it, too. No doubt what had been appointed by the dead man's will to
Smithy says is true, and when h.e heard I was look after the matter. But this was because
here he left as though he ought to get revenge. Young Wild West was always watching for a
:But I reckon he had better not try it again, for chance to help along some one who was in need of
if h~ does he won't stand a show of going to he1p. Certainly the young tenderfoot would need
prison, or anywhere else, for that matter." There plenty of assistance, for with such a man as
was another cheer at this, and Smithv sat down Smithy to harass him, he would not stand much
~gain. Then Wild and Charlie proceeded to get chance of making a success at ranching.
"I reckon you'll have to introduce me to George
acquainted with the men in the place. The cowboy called Pete struck our hero as being a fine Greenley when he arrives in the morning, Pete,"
young fellow, and once he got talking with him Wild said, as he was about to leave the hotel. and
he brought up the subject of the tenderfoot who f!:O . back to the camp.
"You kin bet your life I'll do that, Young Wild
was supposed to arrive the following morning
West," was the reply. "I'm goin' to hint to him
to take possession of Good Luck Ranch.
"Yes, that's right," the cowboy answered. "I · that it would be a good idea to ask yer to come
come over with Smithy to meet the young fel- over to the ranch an' stav there a few days. I
ler." Then he went on to explain that Juan don't know whether you would come or not."
"Well, I miglit take a notion to come if I re- Portez, the owner of Good Luck Ranch, had died
something like three months before, leaving the ceived the invitation."
"You'll git it all right. I don't care what
entire property to a nephew living somewhere
in the East. This nephew was only a boy, but Smithy says. I'll tell the kid jest as soon as I
the will provided that he should take full charge kin git a chance to speak to him alone."
"All right. We'll see you in the morning, then.
of the ranch within six months after a guardian
was appointed. The boy's name was George What time does the train get here ? "
"Putty early. Eleven o'clock, if she's on time."
Greenley, and he had written stating that he
would arrive at Billings, and asking that some Wild nodded to Charlie, and suggested that they
one meet him there to show him the wav to the g·o Qn back to the camp. The scout wa& willing,
for there did not seem to be anv chance for more
·
ranch he had inherited.
"I don't know how big a bov he is," the cow.- excitement. He looked around for Hop, probably
boy added, with a shake of the head. "I only thinking it would be a rt:ood idea for him to go,
know that he's sartin sure a tenderfoot, -an' I too. But the clever Chinee had disappear-ed.
"The heathen has gone out, Wild," Charlie said-,
don't think he'll make out very good, 'cause what
does a kid from the East know · about runnin' as thev started for the door.
"Yes, I s'pose so. He's just gone out, so we
a ranch?"
"Probably nothing whatever," Wild retorted, couldn't tell him to come with us. But it's all
right. Let him stay here. I reckon he won't get
with a smile. "But he can learn, can't he?"
"Yes, I s'pose so, if he kin git any one to teach into trouble. He's bound to have a good time
every time he gets where there's a chance to
him."
"He ·certainly must expect to have some one drink and gamble. Hop has got his failings, but
teach him. You say you are employed as a cow- I think he more than makes up for them in other
ways. Let him be to-night, Charlie."
boy at the ranch?"
"All right, jest as you say." Then the two
"Yes; Smithy hir-ed me."
bade good-night to the crowd in the bar-room and
"And Smithy is the boss, then ? "
"Yes, he's been in full charge ever since old went on back to the camp. While it looked as if
Smithy was settled as far as that night was conman Portez turned up his toes."
"Have things been going 1>n all right sinae that cerned, thev did not intend to give him the least
chance to sneak up and fire an unexpected shot.
time?"
When they had told Jim and the girls what hap!'Yes, everything is all right."
"Who has been assisting Smithy to run t he pened at the hotel, they proceeded to fix up things
a little so there would be no danger of the villain
business?"
"Well, there's a feller livin' at t he house with creeping up in the dark and s urprising them.
his wife what looks after the housekeepin' an' There was a pile of rocks a short distance away,
does the payin' off. He's been there a couple of and the three with the a ;;sistance of Wing, the
years, an' from what I've heard tell, Portez left cook, carried them up to the t~nts and piled them
it in his will that he should hold the job for a up in. such a manner that they would afford a proyear after his nephew took possession. A will is tection. Any one doing guard duty near a fire
a funny kind of t hing, you know. I don't under- would afford an excellent targ·et from some one
in the dark. This they all knew pretty well. If
stand 'em."
possible, more than usual vigilance was shown
"What sort of a man is this fellow?"
"Oh, he's all right, I reckon. He couldn't agree that night, Wild, Charlie and Jin1 taking turns
altogether with Smithy, but they managed to at the watching. Hop came back in the early
patch it up, so thev git along putty well. His hours of the morning, and Cheyenne Charlie, who
name is John Snell.'' This was all quite interest- was just about to arouse Wild to relieve him;
ing to .the young deadshot. He tried to learn more took note of the fact that he had been indulging
about the condition of affairs at Good Luck pretty freely with liquor.
"Havee plenty goodee timee, Misler Charlie,"
Ranch, but it seemed that Pete had not been
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the Chinaman said, grinning broadly as he paused
before the scout in the full light of the fire. "Evelybody wantee tleat me. Vellv nicee Melican
men."
"Shet up your mouth, heathen," Charlie answered, in a low tone of voice. "There ain't no
need of wakin' everybody in the camp. If it
wasn't for doin' that I'd chuck yer in the brook
an' try an' sober yer up. Git i.n there, now, an'
hurry up about it."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me velly goodee
Chinee. Me no idttee dlunk. Me havee bully
timee." As Hop crept into the tent a few minutes later, Charlie aroused Wild and then sought
his own blanket. But the precautions they had
taken were not needed, it seemed, for davlight
came and neither Smithy nor any one else <listurbed them. AU hands were up shortlv after
the sun showed itself, and while Wing, the cook,
was preparin.e: the breakfast, they visited the
brook and took the usual morning wash. Hop
alone was still sleeping when Charlie went back
to where the cook was busy at work. As Wild
and Jim came up he looked at them, and, with a
.e:rin, said:
"That heathen got full of tangle.foot last night,
boys. If it hadn't been for wakin' everybody up
I would have chucked him in the brook. I reckon
it ain't too late to do it now."
"It won't do him any good, Charlie," the young
cleadshot answered, with a shake of the head.
"What is the use of creating a rumpus here this
morning? It won't be long before the train
comes in, and we want to be ready to meet the
tenderfoot. We've St"Ot to help him out, boys, for
the situation he will be placed in, especially if
Smithv hangs around, won't be a pleasant one."
"All right, Wild. But I don't see no sense of
lettin' that heathen stay asleep."
"You can wake him, then, Charlie. But don't
throw him into the brook." The scout nodded
and promptly went to the tent. Hop lay stretched
upon a blanket, his mouth wide open, snoring
away as though his verv life depended on it. A
grin came over Charlie's face as he surveyed him.
"He's an innocent lookin' heathen," he muttered. "But looks don't count for nothin' .in. this
case. He's too smart for me at some things, but
when it comes to this sort of business I reckon
I'm a heap above him." Then he thought for a
moment, and went and got a lariat that was
hangin.e: to the horn of his saddle. The same
thing had been done many times before, so when
the r«!st saw him going back to the tent with the
rope they kI)ew what to expect. The scout quickly
placed the loop about the ankles of the sleeping
Chinaman. Then he came out, and passin.e: the
rope over the limb of a tree that happened to
stand close by, he pulled it until it was quite
tau.e:ht.
"Now, then," he said, nodding to Wild and the
rest, "jest see that heathen come out of that
tent." Laying his full strength upon the rope, he
threw himself back, and out of the tent shot the
Chinaman, feet foremost.
"Hip hi!" he yelled, thrashing the air with his
hands. Charlie did not stop pulling until he had
Hop's feet touching the limb of the tree, and
there he hung, head downward, shoutin.e: at the
top of his voice.
"Let him down, Charlie," said Wild, who did

not seem to be in the humor for that sort of fun
just then. "There's no use in drawing a big
crowd here to find out what the Iflatter is. Shut
up, Hop."
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" the celestial
asked, as the scout let him to the ground with a
bump that iarred him from head to toes. "Misler
Charlie wantee killee me."
"Don't make any more racket about it. I reckon
you're not hurt any. Whv don't you .1ret up when
the rest does, and then no such thing could happen?"
"Drink less liquor an' you won't feel like
sleepin' so late in the mornin', heathen," advised
the scout.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me gittee
square, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee "
"Don't go to makin' ·no threats, Hop. · If you
do I'll chuck you in the water over there.· I
reckon_ a bath ~ould do you a heap of good, anyThis caused the Chinaman to
how, Jest now.
remain silent, for no doubt he felt that the scout
would keep his wo1·d. A few minutes later. however, he was as bright and chipper as ever and
apparently in the best of humor. Breakfast was
eaten, and then Wild noticed several men standinll!' a short distance from the camp. Among
them was Pete, the cowboy, and pickini? him
out, the young deadshot backoned for him to
come over.
"I don't wa11t to push myself in," Pete said,
as he_ bowed bashfully to the girls. "I've been
standm' over there quite some time. There was
a whole !ot more there, too, a little while ago.
But they ve gone over to the station now. We
heard the rumpus over here, an' seen somethin'
of what was g-ofn' on. What was the matter with
the heathen?"
. "Cheye~ne Charlie was ha".ing- a little fun with
him, t~at s all_. He was a !ittle late in showinll!'
up" this mornmg, so Charlie hustled him out."
-~~• I s~e. H~g him up by his heels, didn't
T~is Question was put to the scout, who
Y~I •
with a Ja('rm promptly retorted:
"Yes, that's the way I hang- him quite often.
Any heathen what goes out an' drinks too much
liquor oughter be hung Ul> by his heels."
"Well, I don't know, so long as he don't hurt
ncbody," Pete answe:r;.ed, as though he had his
doubts about it. "From what I've seen of him,
Hop as he says his name is, seems to be a mighty
good feller. He's sartinly the smartest heathen
I ever met. Don't act like the general run of

'em."

"Didn't P!ay cards with him last night, did
.
yer?" Charlie asked.
"No; I didn't have enouJa('h money to git in a
card game. But there was three or four others
as did."
"Lost all they had, didn't they?"
"Yes, I reckon they did. But the Chinee didn't
do no cheatin', though, an' I'll take an affidavit
to that."
"He didn't, eh? You mean that you didn't see
him do no cheatin'."
"Maybe that's it. I thought he was in a streak
of luck."
"He's always in a streak of luck, then. That
heathen kin beat the best card sharp you ever
seen."
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"He's sartinly a g-reat Chinaman, then. I'm
glad to know him.
CHAPTER. IV.-Smithy's Triumph Is Short"Don't you never play no cards with him,
Lived.
thoug-h."
The boy from the . East went. along Quite
"I won't, after hearin' what you have said."
Just then the whistle of a locomotive sounded in willingly with his escort, though Young: Wild
West, who was following· with his partners and
the distance.
"Here she comes!" the cowboy exclaimed. "The the g:irls, could tell plain! v that he was not altotrain will be here inside of three minutes now. gether at his ease.
"I reckon you'll like it in these parts," Smithy
You kin hear that whistle a mig:hty long way. I
reckon I'll IN over to the station. Everybody said, but the peculiar smile on his face belied hi°s
l('oes there when the train comes in. It's the only words. "There's plenty of life in Arizona, an' a
one as stops here, you know. There's another feller's got to keep a hustle on him all the time,
goes through about four o'clock, but she don't or he'll g:it left. It's a mil!.'hty big proposition
stop. Ain't got no time, I s'pose." For the you're up ag:'in, but you're a likely lookin' kid,
novelty of the thing all hands went over to the an' I reckon if you stick it out you'll make a
station, with the exception of Wing-. The plat- heap of money."
form was oretty well lined up with miners: cow"ls the ranch my uncle left me really worth
boys, and other loiterers. Standing at one end of much ? " Georg-e Greenley asked.
the platform was Smithy all bv himself, for no
"Well," and the villain shook his head "I
one seemed to take any stock in him and kept reckon it's worth ' a few thousand dollars' all
aloof from him.
right. It'll take a big lot of work, an' quite ~ome
But the ranch boss had made up his mind to money wiJl have to be spent afore you kin exmeet the tenderfoot and conduct him to Good pect to .git mu,ch out of it. But wait. till you git
Luck Ranch, according to the arrangements that over there, an then vou kin git a better idea of
had been made. Pete, the cowboy, remained with it. You're hungry, an' you want your breakfast."
"lt's a long- distance from here, something like
our friends, and when the train showed up around
the curve a couple of hundred yards away, all · forty miles, so I understand."
eyes were turned upon it expectantly. The bell
"Jest about forty miles. But I've got a gentle
of the engine was clang-ing: now, and black smoke cayus.e waitin' for yer, so it will be all right.
was puffing- from the stack. With a roar and You kin ride putty 11:ood, can't yer?"
a hissing- of steam the eng-ine and cars came to
"Yes, I've ridden horseback a few times. I
a stop at the station, and then everybody craned think I can manage that part of it; that is, if the
their necks to see who would get off. There was horse is not too vicious."
but one passenger to alight. He was a boy of
"Oh, this one we brought over for you is as
eh1:hteen or nineteen, and carried a suitcase in g·entle as a kitten. All YOU have l!.'Ot to do is to
either hand, while over his back a rifle in a coyer keep your feet in the sth-rups au' he'll do the
rest." The boy looked pleased at this, and said
was slunR.·.
A neat busines s suit not at all like the apparel nothinrr more until they reached the shanty
worn by people in that section of the countr'y, and hotel.
a narrow-brimmed straw hat, constituted his
"This isn't much of a hotel," he observed, as
make-up. Wild cast a searchinR.· glance at the they were passing- in. "Not like the kind we have
boy as he hesitated on the platform, and he made where I came from."
~•1 s'pose not. But you mustn't expect too ·much
up his mind rig-ht then and there that the tenderfoot was a fearless young fellow and as bright as out here, kid. This here town is only in its
a dollar. Smithy proml)tly strode down the plat- infancy."
form, and pushinl!.' the conductor rather roughly
"Town, eh?" Do you call it a town?." and
aside, touched the boy on the shoulder.
Greenley smiled as he turned back and looked at
"I'm Smithy," he said, l!.'ruffly. "You're the the shanties that were scattered about and the
tenderfoot what's come to take charie of Good broad arid waste that lay beyond.
"I s'pose I shouldn't have said to'><(;ll. It's only
Luck Ranch, I s'pose ?"
"Yes, I'm George Greenley," the young· fellow a railroad station. But maybe it will be a town
answered, lookinR.· at the rascal in a surprised some day.'' The man in charge of the place met
them and promptly escorted the young fellow to
way. "You're the boss of the ranch, you say?"
the dining-room, for he ev:identl~ guessed that
"Yes, I'm Smithy.".
"All ril!.'ht. Is there a hotel anywhere close he wanted something to eat.
"I ain't had any breakfast yet, so I'll eat with
by? I haven't had my breakfast yet, and I'm
yer," Smithy said, for he was bo.und to stick rig-ht
hungry.':
close to his charge.
"I'll take you to the hotel. Come on," and tak"All right, I'll pay for your breakfast," was the
~ one of the suit-cases from the young fellow's
reply. "I brought ·enough money with me to last
hand, he seized him bv the arm with the other me a while. My father is coming out in about
and started along the platform.
a month, and if I find I am runnin,r short he'll
"He's g·ot him all to himself, Young: Wild fix me up again. But I understand," and he
West," Pete whispered.
looked at Smithy Questioningly, "that there is
"All rig·ht, let hiin go ahead. We'll have a quite a sum of money in the bank which I am to
chance to talk to him after he has taken his have when I become twenty-one."
breakfast," was the reply. Meanwhile, Smithy
"I don't know much about that. You'll have to
looked tver his shoulder and grinned triumph- ask Snell when you git 'to the r311ch. He's your
guardian, I believe."
antly as he marched alonir with his charge.
·
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"Yes, John Snell, I believe that's the name. always engag·ed in some exploit to heh> along the
Is he a nice sort of man?"
the work of civilizin11: the wild parts of the coun"Some might call him that. But never mind, try. But you must have been t hrough an awful
kid. I ain't •got nothin' to say." This caused the lot for a boy."
"Quite a heap, Mr. Greenley. "
young fellow to become uneasy rie:ht away. But
a woman came in with the breakfast just then,
"Say, stop that right away. Don't put any
and being really hungry, he went at it at once. mister to my name. Call me George. It will
Smithy ate with him, and during the progress of please me a whole lot better."
the meal but little was said. Once or twice the
"AU ri11:ht, then, George. .My nickname is
rascally ranch boss cauirht Pete, the cowboy, Wild. All mv friends call me that."
"All right, I shall call you Wild hereafter. But
watching them through a doorway. Each time he
frowned, of course, but said nothing. Finallv the probably I won't have the pleasure of bein11: with
meal was over with, and then George Greenley you very long. My man has gone to g:et a horse
looked at him and, £iving a nod, said:
for me, so I can start at once for Good Luck
"Now then, if you'll get mv horse for me we'll Ranch."
start right away for the ranch. I am anxious to
"We're J?:Oing down that way, so we'll ride
1-ret there as Quickly as possible. I suppose we aloni;(' part of the distance with you."
"You will? I am delighted to know that."
ought to make the distance in about four hours."
"Maybe we kin, if you're anything on ridin',"
"Say," and Pete leaned over and whispered in
the tenderfoot's ear, "why don't you give You nll:'
was the reply.
"Well, I'll try and make out all right." and the Wild West an' his friends an invitation to stop
smile that showed on hfa face was one of confi- at the ranch two or three da ys? You'll need his
dence. There was no other way, it seemed, so services as sure as vou live. 'cause this man
Smithy was forced to leave him in the dining- Smithy is g:oin' 'to make trouble, an' I happen t o
room, while he went and got the horses. As he know it." Greenli:y started, but he was equal to
the emer11:ency, and after i!;iving a nod of assent
went out of the rear door Pete slipped in.
"Say, young feller," he said, "I'm one of the to the proposition, he turned to our hero and
cowboys what works on your ranch. I come over said:
"I should like to have you go all the wav to
with Smithy to take you to the ranch. I want to
tell ver somethin'. You don't want to take too the ranch with us and stop there for ~ few da vs.
much stock in what Smithy says. I've jest found That is, of course, if you have t he time and
out last night that he hain't no good. He tried won't think the invitation is out of place."
"Thank you, George. I can't say t hat we will
to shoot a feller in the dark."
"Is that so?" and young Greenley showed stav there any length of time, but since we haYe
no particular destination in view, we'll ri de
genuine surprise.
"Yes, that's dead sure. Say, you ain't never along with you to the ranch. We'll stop t he1·e
until' to-morrow. anyhow."
heard of Young Wild West. have yer?"
"Oh, you must stay 101111:er than that. That
"Not the boy who is called the Champion Deadshot of the West?" and Greenley opened wide his won't be lon11: enoug:h for me to thoroug:hlv get
acquainted with you. I would like to see some of
eyes.
"That's him. Well, Young Wild West is the your wonderful shootin,r. you know."
one Smith y tried to kill."
"You would have seen some of it last night if
"Great Scott!" The boy stepped toward him you had been here," Pete spoke up. "He put a
and looked at him as if he thought he might b~ hole through Smithy's hat, while the hat was
telling an untruth.
on his head, too." The boy looked dismayed at
"I ain't ]yin' to yer, kid. Don't think for a this, but when he saw a smile on the face of t he
minute that I am. I've always tried to be honest young deadshot, he took it for granted that it
an' uprig·ht, an' I mean to be that way as long AVas true.
"Yes, I put a hole t hrough Smith y's ha t ,"
as I live. Do vou want to see Young Wild West?"
Wild explained, in answer to the look he recefred.
"Show him to me," came the eager reply.
"All right, he's right out front here. Come "I had to do so in order to force hi m to admit
on, an' I'll introduce you to him. There was a that he shot at me last night in th e dark." At
look of triumph on the face of Pete as he led the that moment Smithy came around the corner of
way outside. Wild. Charlie and Jim were stand- the building leadinll:' two horses. One was hi s
ing there, but the girls had gone over to the own, and the, other a broncho he had broug-ht
shanty store, wMch was nearly opposite, to make over for the use of the new owner of the ranch.
"Pete, are you goin' back with us ?" he a sked,
a few little purchases.
"Here he is, Young Wild West," Pete said, casting a sneering glance at our hero and hi s
-proudly. "This is young Greenley, who owns the • partners and not lookinll:' at the cowbov a t all.
"Yes, I reckon I am," was t he reply.
Good Luck Ranch an' is goin' over there right
"Git your nall:', then. Greenley wants to g:it
away."
"So you're Young Wild West?" the boy from there as Quick as he kin. He reckons t ha t he
the East said, as he accepted the proffered hand kin ride the distance in about four hours. We'll
of our hero· and looked at him in admiration. try an' see to it that he does it in t hat time."
"If the traveling isn't very bad I 'm sure ,~e
"I never expected to meet you. I've read quite
considerable of you, for in nearly everv paper my can do it," the tenderfoot spoke up, as he shot
uncle sent me from Arizona there was something a g·lance over the sandy stretch that !av beyond
. the cluster of buildings. Then he turned and
about vou in it."
"ls that so? I hope you never saw anything 'iooked at the horse that had been provided for
ve1·y bad about me."
him. It was a rather mean-looking ca yuse, and
"Oh, no, it was just the opposite. You were threw back its ears as the bov patted t he neck.
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"Looks like a bucker," Cheyenne Charlie ventured.
"That nag- is as gentle as a kitten," spoke of
Smithy, half ani?rily.
"I'll bet you ten dollars it ain't."
"Hold on·, Charlie," our hero spoke up, in his
cool and easv way. "Leave it to the bov to judge
for himself. If he thinks he is not capable of
manag-ing- a tricky horse, he'll know enough not
to ride this one."
"It's a tricky nag-," Pete whispered close to
the tenderfoot's ear. "If you ain't used to ridin'
much, most likely you'll git chucked over his head
afore you g-o very far. · I reckon you had better
take my nag-, an' I'll take this one."
"Well, if you would just as leave, I'll do that.
I don't want to make a show of myself rig-ht
here before all these people." ·
"What's that you're talkin' about?" snapped
Smithy, ang-rily.
"Young Greenley thinks he would like to ride
my horse better. I'll take the cayuse," was the
reply.
"Who's runnin' this thing-, Pete?"
"I don't know who is, unless it's Greenley. He's
the boss of the ranch now, sittce he's come here.
I thought you was pickin' out a brute of a nag
when you saddled that one to fetch over here
viste.rday."
· "You ·thought so, eh? Well, what right have
you got to think about it? Ain't I bossin' things
over at the Good Luck Ranch ? "
"You was sorter bossin' things. but I reckon
your time is about up now. We've g-ot a new
boss. It's the tenderfoot, too."
Pete was talking· with some spirit now, and
it was evident that he did not care even if it
went as far as a row between them.
"My friends seem to think this is a rather
tricky horse," spoke up Greenley, nodding to
Smithy. "I just said I didn't feel like making·
a show of myself before all these people, so I'll
take the cowbov's horse, since he has offered it
to me. I • suppose he can manag·e this one all
rig-ht."
"You take this horse, kid, an' don't mind what
Pete or any one else says."
"I believe I'll use my own judgment in the
case."
"All rig-ht, then, I won't say no more."
"Smithy," said Wild, looking at the ra-scal
sharply, "do you mean to sav that this cayuse
isn't a tricky beast?"
"Yes, I do."
"You're pretty ,:rood at riding- a bucker, I suppose?"
"It ain't likely I'd be holdin' the job I've p:ot
if I couldn't ride about any kind of horse there
was to be found."
"All right. Suppose you try this one, then,
just to show the tenderfoot that he's all right."
"I don't know as I've g-ot to do anything like
that."
"Well, I tell vou to go ahead and do it. I want
to see you try this beast."
"You'll keep on wantin', then, Young- Wild
West, 'cause I ain't g·oin' to do it."
"But I say you are g-oing to do it."
The young deadshot spoke in a way that showed how determined he was to carry his point,
and Smithy turned slig;htly pale.
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"Now then, you claim that this horse is all
right. Just prove that he is. Go ahead and
mount and ride up and down the street a couple
of times. I'll tell you if it's a fit beast for
Greenley to rid·e or not. Go on, do as I say,
Smithy."
•
"Why don't you trv him?" came the retort,
after a slight pause.
·
"I will if you can't make out all rig-ht."
Smith looked around at the bystanders, which
must have numbered a dozen or more. But finding· no sympathy shown by any of them. he
stepped over. and after patting- the cayuse on the
neck, placed the toe of his left boot into the
stirrup. He swuni:r himself into the saddle all
rig·ht, but the instant he did so the beast beg-an
balking- furiously.
"A fine horse to let a tenderfoot start on a
forty-mile ride with," called out Young- Wild
We st, sneeringly. "Smithy, you're a rascal, that's
certain. I believe you put up a .iob to break
the tenderfoot's neck."
Smithy no doubt heard the words, but he had
:ho time to make a replv just then. The fact
was that the cayuse was really a vicious one,
far more vicious than Pete, the cowboy, had
any idea of. No doubt it had been Smithy's intention to make the boy sick of his bargain right
at the start, and he had selected the worst horse
to be found in the corral for him to ride to the
ranch from the station. Wild stepped over and
gave the bucking· cayuse a hard ·slap on the
haunch, at the same time yelling- out for it to
go. A pair of heels flew out behind as Quick
as lightning, but the bov easily got out of the
way. Then the animal started at a gallop, going· swiftly along for about a hundred feet, when
it stopped suddenly. Whether Smithy ha'd long
lost his head from what was happening-, oi·
whether he was not prepared for anything- like
that, it cannot be said; but anyhow he took a
header and landed on all fours a dozen feet
ahead of the enrag~d cayuse.
"There, Georg-e,". Young Wild West said , in his
cool and easy way. "That is what would have
happened to you, I suppose. I'm mighty glad
that Smithy g·ot the dose instead of you."
"So am I. 'Wild," was the reply. "I don't know
what I should have done if I had not met vou
he1·e. I'm satisfied that Smithy is a villain. and
I don't mean to have anything more to do with
him. When we g-et to the ranch I'll see Mr.
Snell rh?:ht away and have him dis~harired."
Pete came around with his horse at that moment, and nodding to hir.1, Young Wild West
said:
"Do you own that horse, Pete?"
"No, I don't. It belongs to the ranch."
"Does Smithy own his ? "
"No, that belongs there, too."
"All rig-ht, then. I reckon we'll fix it up in
proper shape now. George will ride Smithy's
horse. Smithy can ride the bucker. Go ahead,
George, and mount. You can ride alon,:r after
Pete, or vou can wait till we break camp and
we'll all g-o together."
"I think I'll wait for you," was the reply . .
"Very well, then, come on over to our camp.
We'll carry your lug-gage for you, and see to it
that it's arranged so you 1can g-et it over without
beinJ!: bothered with it."
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Meanwhile, Smith had got upon his feet and
was doin2:- his best to catch the cayuse, which
seemed to be in a playful mood just then, for it
would stand still until he J1:0t within a few feet
of it, and then throw its heels hiirh into the
air and gallop away. Before he caught the
beast the tenderfoot was half way to the camp
of our friends, leadinJ? the horse Wild had
told him to ride, while Pete and Charlie carried
the two suit-cases and the Reming-ton rifle the
boy had broug-ht with him from the. East.

CHAPTER V.-Smithv Fails To Regain His Lost
Ground.
The J?irls came out of the store and overtook
the party before they reached the camp. Our
hero paused long- enough to introduce them to
George Greenley, and Pete, the cowboy. Then
he informed them that thev were g-oing- to break
camp at once and set out for the Good Luck
Ranch. The young· tenderfoot showed himself
to be very much of a g-entleman, and he seemed
pleased at being- able to -converse with such
pretty Western girls.
"I feel a lot better now,'' he declared, turning- to our hero as they halt~l near the brook,
where the tents were erected,- "Everything- looked dull and g-Joomv to me when I was walking- to
the hotel with that man. But it seems as thoug-h
a brig-htness hai, come over it all. You and
your friends played the part of real sunshine,
and I can't tell h._ow g-lad T am that I met vou."
"That's all rig·ht, George/' the younir deadshot answered, in his cool ancl easy way. "Probably you are no more g-Jad to meet us than
we are to g-et acquainted with you. I'm imre it
will be plea;;ing to all of ui; i-f we can assist you
any, and I think we can. You have g-ot a toug-h
customer to deal with in the person of Smithy,
but he'll come around all rig·ht, and before we
.11."et throug-h with him he will be so tame that
he'll eat out of your hand."
"I don't know about that, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up, leaving- his work of buckling
the i;addle-g-irths on hii, wife's horse for a moment and shaking· his head in a doubting- way.
"How is that, Charlie?''
"Well, I was jest thinkin' that if Smithy kept
foolin' around us he would g·it his medicine. You
know puttv well that if you ketch him tryin' to
drop yer you'll let him have a bullet."
"Quite right, Charlie. But I'll see to it that
the bullet don't do anything- worse than break
hi& arm. I am willing- to g·ive Smithy a chance,
and I'll let him go the limit, you can bet. All I
would like to do is to tame him, and after that's
done, see to it that he leaves these par.ts, so he
can't possibly change his mind and interfere
with the new ranch owner again."
"That's one way of doing it, I s'pose," and the
scout went back to his work, apparently satisfied.
The two Chinamen were not long- in leadingthe pack-horses, for thev had a system about
taking- down and putting- up the tents and packing away the thing·s, and once this had been
done they were read v to leave Billing-s. George
Greenlev mounted the broncho that had longbeen u::;ed by the r:rnch bus~. The animal was

a g-ood one, for Smithy had seen to that part
of it. He was not J1:oin2:- to ride anythin2' but the
best when he was in control of· such matters.
"I reckon you'll make out all ri£ht with that
horse, Georg-e," Wild said, as he swun.g- himself
upon the back of Spitfire, his son-el stallion.
"It doesn't matter much if Smithv don't 2"et
to the ranch by the time we do. When he does
2"et there I presume you will keep your word
and see to it that he is dischar2"ed and paid
off."
"I certainly will, Wild," the tenderfoot answered, Quickly. "I don't mean to allow . that
fellow to sta'{ on my propertv if I can help it."
"That's right. But you'll have Quite a time in
carrying- out your desire, I suppose, for he is
a veng-eful sort of fellow. He will be lookingfor reveng-e, I'm •sure. The fact that he took
a shot at me last nhrht in the dark shows conclusively what he is. Any man who would do
such a dastardly act as that will do almost anything-."
"From what I have heard of the ways of the
. Wild West, I'm astonished to find that you let
him live after you found he was the gui!t'y one."
"Oh, we are not in the habit of shooting- people,
no matter how bad they are, unless it is done
to save our own lives. Don't think for an instant that any honest, uprig-ht person, whether
he be a cowboy or a mint owner, would shoot to
kill when it could be avoided. Of course, such
fellows as Smithv would do it. But thev are
villains of the lowest type, and I suppose you
can find them in your part of the country as well
.
as here in the West."
"Yes. such men exist all over the world, I have
no cloubt."
"Most likely," and then the yo'Jng- deadshot
nodded to his sweetheart, who was mounted upon
her cream-white broncho, Snowflake, and quickly
rode to her side.
This was the sig-nal for the rest to fall in
line, and they promptly did so, Cheyenne Charlie
and Anna coming- next, Jim Dart and Eloise
a~ter that, and ~hen Greenley and the cowboy,
with Hop and Wrng- close behrnd leadin2:- the two
pack-horses with lon2" lariats. It was not necessary for them to g-o any closer to the shanty
hotel, but Wild took a notion of goin2:- a little
out of the way, for he was anxious to see what
l1ad become of Smithy. By this time a g-oodsized crowd- had g-athered, and as the party rode
up some one proposed a cheer, and it was J?iven
with a will, nearly every one joining in.
Smithy was nowhere to be seen, nor was the
buckin2;- broncho he had insisted should be ridden bv the tenderfoot. This told that probably
the animal had been captured and was tied
somewhere out of sig-ht. Wild did not deem it
necessary to stop, so wavinJ? his hat to the
cheerinJ? crowd, he turned his horse, and with
Arietta at his side, rode alon2:- the trail that
w:mlcl take them over the forty miles to Good
Luck Ranch. Pete had informed them the way
tQ g-o, so there was no chance of losing- the trail.
As they rode on over a sandv stretch, with only
here and there . anything- 2"reen showing·, they
all looked back occasionally. But it was not until
they had covered nearly five miles that thev saw
·
a horseman coming· in the distance.
"That's Smithy, you can bet!" our hero ex-
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claim ,as he turned and nodded to Greenley.
"He'll follow us right along now. The bucker
seems to be going all right. I suppose he had
quite a time of it before he could 11:et him into
anything like condition to ride. He'll overtake
us, no doubt, for we can't keep up a verv fast
2"ait on account of the pack-horses."
- "I don't care how long· it takes us. I'll be satisfied if we 11:et there. by dark," the tenderfoot
answered. "This is much better than if I had
tried it a s Smithy wanted me to."
"I reckon vou · wouldn't have got there at aJI
if you had 1nonkeye<l around with that bucker,"
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "That schemin'
coyote wouldn't have cared if you had broken
1·o·ur neck. He's j ealous of yer for comin' here,
anyhow. He would like to run thing-s at the
i-anch your uncle left yer, so he could git what
he was a mind to out of it. I kin understand
that all r ig ht, jest a s eas y a s if he had told me
so."
"You have got that right in my opinion, Charlie," Jim Dart observed, with a nod.
"It seem s that way , don't it?" Pete spoke up.
"I didn't hardlv think Smithy was a man of that
kin d though I've heard it whispered around lots
of ti'mes that he wasn't no g·ood. But he's been
workin' at the ranch so long, an' Snell seemed
to think he understood his business, that I s'pose
he's been allowed to a-o ahead, even though he did
have some bad ways about him."
''He showed one of the worst he had last night.
and if he tries it ag-ain he'll surely wish he had
not," declared our hero.
For nearlv t wenty miles they rode on over
an almost arid stretch. Then they came to a
spot that was close to a small river whic~ w~s
fed by the melting snow from the mountams m
the distance. Here thing-s were quite green, and
several trees were to be found. They halted in
a shady spot and dismounted to g-ive the horses
a breathing- spell. They had not been there more
than ten minutes when the horseman who had
been following- them appeared at the top of a
ridg-e less than a quarter of a mile distant. The
atmosphere was so clear, for there was not a
cloud in the sky, that they could easily distinguish who it was.
Smithy showed up plainly enoug-h, but seemed
to be ht a careless mood, for he was ridingalong-, the broncho at the swinging lope common
to the horses of that section, while there was an
insolent way in which he sat in the !laddie.
"We'll see if he's g-ot nerve enough to ride
up here an' talk with us,"_ remarked Pete, the
cowboy.
•·Oh he's got nerve enough for that," Wild answered, quickly. "While Smithy is a tricky
scoundrel, he is filled to the brim with bluff. I
wouldn't be surprised if he tells us that he is
sorrv for all that has happened, and makes a
prori1ise to do the right thing- iI\,,.the future. But
if he does, don't you take any sto~k in it, George."
'·I certainly will not, Wild," the boy answered,
decisively.
"I've seen and heard epough of
Smitl1y, and nothing could convince me that he
is a fit character to have working- on the ranch.
I came out het·e to take charire, with a man
named John Snell as my j!."Uardian. As I -said
before, my father will be out here in about a
month. Then if we find it is ~·oing to pay, he'll

.
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send for my mother and my two sisters. Father
and I have managed to keep a comfortable home
going, but it was all hard work, and if we find
we can do better out here, we'll be foolish not to
stay here for good."
"You can make it pav all right, George. You
have got the grit, I can see that," our hero declared. "Smithy told you it would take considerable money to put things in proper shape
at the 1·anch, but from what I have heard Pete
say that isn't true. Everything is in a flourishing- condition there. Y ou'IJ find out all about it
when vou meet Snell. We'll size him up for
you, I reckon, and let you know what we think of
him. Even though he is your guardian, it don't
mean that he is the Proper person to mn thing-:;
for you."
·
"Oh, I think Mr. Snell must be all right, or
uncle would never have made him guardian for
me."
"Yes, that looks reasonable. I'll let you know
what I think of him in about ten minutes after
I have seen him and talked with him."
By this time Smithy was so close by that the
conversation ceased, and thev waited for him to
come up. He was certainly coming right to
the soot, and when he was about a hundred feet
from them, he called out:
"Well, here I am. I had a hard time with this
nag-, but I managed to git him g-oin' all right.
I never knowed he Wait; so bad, or I wouldn't
have thought of sich a thing as bring-in' him over
for the tenderfoot to 1·id~ back to the ranch."
"ls. that so, Smithy?" Wild asked, coolly. "If
it is Jet it go at that, and don't say anything
more about it."
"You're bound to be hard on me, I see, Young
Wild West. Jest 'cause I felt mad last ni11:ht
an' thought I oughter a-it square for what you
done to mv brother I s'pose you'll never let up
on me ag'in."
"I certainly never will, Smithy. Now the best
thing- you can do is to drop the subject. If you
intend riding to the ranch with us you have got
to be careful how you act, and don't say anything that will cause the least trouble. If you
do the chances are vou will never get to the
ranch alive."
Smithy lost his free and easy air at once, and
hts face turned s!ig-htly pale. No doubt he
thought the boy meant it, thoug-h, of course,
Wild had no intention of shooting him, even if
he almost went to the limit. Smithy dismounted
and waited for them, and when they finallv set
out ag-ain he rode along, keeping a little to the
left of Wild. He tried to talk on about every
subject he could think of, but the youn11: deadshot was not inclined to keep up the conversation. Finally tired of this sort of thing, the
rascally ranch boss dropped back and opened
up a conversation with Pete and the tenderfoot.
The cowboy talked with him willingly enou_g-h,
but Greenley merely made replies when it was
absolutely necessary.
Finally Smithy looked
sharply at the cowboy and said:
"Pete, I reckon I picked you out yisterday tc,
come over to meet the new owner 9f the ranch,
didn't I?"
"That's right, Smithy," was the reply.
"Snell was willin' to it, wasn't he?"
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"Yes, he sartinly was, or .J s'pose I wouldn't ·built which seemed to be quite new. It was easy
have c.ome."
for our friends to g-uess that this was what
"Well, th~n. what's the use of hangin' back might be termed the office. Just as they were
here jest 'cause Young Wild West an' the rest ~starting for it the front door of the ranch house
want to iro along a little slow? Why can't opened and a comely looking woman attired in a
me an' you take Greenley an' ride on to the neat calico dress appeared.
ranch, jest as it was intended?"
"How do you do?" she said, smiling and bowing:
"Maybe Greenley don't want to do that," Pete politely to the party.
answered, evasively, at the same time winking
"I suppose one of you i~ Mr. George Greenley."
at the young tenderfoot.
_
"That's who I am," the tenderfoot answered.
"You're willin' to go on with them as was sent quickly. at the same time tippipg his hat.
to meet ver, ain't yer?" Smith asked, nodding
"Well, I am Mrs. Snell. Please come into the
to George.
house and bring your friends witl1 you."
"No, I am not," was the Quick reply. "I be"If it is all the same to you I would like to
lieve I told vou that I was going to see to it see Mr. Snell right away," Georg-e answered.
that you received vour discharge just as soon as
· "Oh! You can go right into the office, then.
I could talk with Mr. Snell. If you're wise you'll There it is at the end of the house."
.
not try to talk to me any further. I have no
"But first I will introduce you to my friends,"
use for you, so you can count that as settling the tenderfoot said.
~,,
.
He was not long- in doin11: this, and Pete, the
"Oh! Gittin' very bossy afore you have seen cowboy, g-rinned broadly when he saw the look
the ranch. All right, Mr. Tenderfoot. Wait till of amazement that shone upon the woman's face
you see Snell, an' maybe he won't be· so willin' when she heard the name of Young Wild West
to discharg-e me as you think."
mentioned.
"I think I have something to sav about it, and
"They've all heard of you in these parts, Wild,"
if Mr. Snell won't do as I ask him in the matter, he said, in a whisper. "She's often spoke about
there will be a disag-reement between us right yer when she's heard stories what's been told of
at the very start."
your <loin's. She's a fine woman, from what I've
"There'll be a disag-reement, then, 'cause Snell seen of her, though I ain't never been around
ain't likelv to discharge me. He don't dare to., the house much."
in fact. I know mor,e .ibout him than he would
The g-irls at once took to the pleasant-faced
like to have everybody to know. All right, kid. woman, and afte1· a short conversation they acI'll ride on ahead, an' I'll see Snell first."
companied her into the house. Then Greenley
"Smithy," Young Wild West called out, as the started boldly for the office, nodding to Wild and
villain started away at a gallop, "if I find that his partners to come with him. They were more
you have told Snell a lie I'll hold you to account than willing- to do this, an.,d leaving Pete to look
for it. I won't let you off as easy the next time, after the horses, they went to the door of the
so just remember that."
nrw part that had been built to the ranch house.
There was . no reply to this, and Smithy went It was closed, but Greenley did not hesitate to
.l("alloping over the trail, leaving a cloud of dust knock.
behind him.
"Come in," a voice called out from within, and
the door was promptly opened.
The tenderfoot stepped inside and saw Smith~
sitting upon a chair that was tipped back, with
· CHAPTER VI.-The Tenderfoot Wins Out.
his feet resting- on another. He was puffine:
It was a little past noon when Young Wild away at a cig-arette, and opposite :him sat a
West and his companions reached Good Luck rather thin man with iron-gray .hair. It was the
Ranch. They had been able to see the house latter who had instructed Green1ey to come in
and other building-s half an hour befo1·e they got after he gave the knock, and he promptly arose
there, and the nearer they came to the ranch to his· feet and looked at him sharply.
"Are you Mr. John Snell?" George asked,
the better thev liked the looks of it, especially
promptly.
the new owner. "Wel1, George, here you are," Wild said, a s
"Yes, that's who I am. I suppose you are
thev rode up before the house and brought their George Greenley, the owner of this ranch."
horses to a halt. "I don't see any one around,
"Yes, sir, that's who I am."
but I imagine that Snell can't be far awav.
"I suppose you have brought proofs that you
Probably Smithy is with him, and they are still are really Georg-e Greenley?"
t2.lking over matters. Now then, you just keep
"Why-er-yes," Greenley answered, in sura stiff upper lip, and talk in a business-like way prise, for he was not prepared for such a Questo vour guardian, whom you have never seen." tion. "I have letters from you and also a few
"I')I do that all right, Wild. I've been think- from my uncle. They are in one of my suitin g of what I shall say. Of course, I don't mean cases. Is it necessary for me· to show them
tc, be at all impertinent, and will listen to any- now?"
' l1in !!' he says that seems to be reasonable. But
Snell shot a glance at Smithy, who promptly
I'll insist that Smithv be discharged at once."
gave a nod meaning that it certainlv was neces·'Stick to it, kid," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. sary.
"That' c: the one thing vou have .irot to do. If you
"Well, it is just this way," and Snell's face
(IW'l the ranch, even though you ain't of ag-e,
softened somewhat. "I don't know really that
• re .i OlHthter have a say as to who is goin' to you are the person I hl:l,ve been appointed a
wc,rk for ver."
g-uardian over. - According to law it would be
At .-.ne end of the hou E"e an addition l1ad been right for you to prove it to me before . we go
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into any matters relating- to the ranch and property belonJ?"inl?' to it."
"All ril?"ht, Mr. Snell. I think it will be Quite
easy to convince you that I am the rig-ht person.
But excuse me a moment. I have three friends
here whom 1 would like to introduce to you. You
have heard of Young- Wild West, I suppose?"
"Yes, I have heard of him," came the rather
cool retort.
"Well, here he is. Shake hands with Mr. Snell,
my g-uardian, Young- Wild West."
"How do you do?" Snell said, as he took the
proffered hand.
"This is Cheyenne Charlie," the tenderfoot
went on, talking- _glibly now, for he seemed to
be perfectlv at his ease.
·
Snell shook hands with the scout, and then the
tenderfoot presented Jim Dart. There were but
three chairs in the room. Smithy was occupyingone of them, with his feet upon another, as has
been said. Snell was standing-, so that left,
but one chair vacant.
"Sit down," the latter said, moving- the chair
so George mig-ht occupy it.
"No, thank you," was the reply. "I want to
convince you that I am really George Greenley
before we _go any further. When I have done so
I am g-oing- to ask that something- be done rig-ht
awav."
It struck Wild that this was all what he called
foolishness, and he could not help from expressing- himself rig-ht then and there.
"Mr. Snell," he said, in his cool and easy way,
as he looked the man sQuarely in the eyes, "I
have sized you up pretty well since I have been
in this room, and I have come to the conclusion
that vou are a fair and SQuare man, but that
you're apt to be misled at times. I haven't the
least doubt but that the scoundrel sitting- over
there has been stuffing you with a lot of lies."
"What's that?" Snell asked, becoming excited.
and he turned a.nd looked at Smithy a s though
he expected there would be a fight rig-ht away,
But instead Smithy took down his feet from
the chair and turned pale.
"As I was saying," went on the young deadshot, keeping a s cool as an iceberg-, "Smithy has
probably told you that he don't believe this young
fellow is George Greenfey. He has advised you
to be sure about it before you have anything- to
do with him. No doubt he has also told you that
I am trying to work a scheme to _get in here
and run thing-s nw own way: You acted a s
though you have heard of me before, so I'd
like to ask you right now if you have heard anything- bad about me."
"I never did, Young Wild West:-," came the
reply.
"All right, then. I don't want l"Ou to think
that I came over here for any other purpose
than helping· t his young- fellow to obtain his
rig-hts. Smithy, your foreman, or the ranch
boss, or any other boss, I don't care what, is
jealous of him. He brought about the worst
bucker he could find in the corral to the station
for the tenderfoot to ride forty miles with. That
shows that he was trying to either break Greenley's neck, or else disg-ust him so that he would
have nothing to do with the ranch. .Now then,
I would like to a sk you plainly, are you a party
to any such a foul scheme as this 7"
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"What!" cried the tenderfoot's g-uardian. stepping forward. "Me a party to any foul scheme?
Never! I am proud to say that I was lone: a
trusted adviser of John Portez, and that I am
doing- my level best to see to it that his last
wishes ,are being- carried out to the very letter."
"Very well, then. I'll tell you right now that
the man sitting there in the corner is a scoundrel.
He is a would-be murderer, too. He is no g-ood,
from the soles of his feet to the crown of his
hat, and the Quicker you get rid of him the better it will be."
•
"And as sool). as I have proven to you that
I am George Greenley I shall demand his discharge," added the tenderfoot.
"Smithy, what does this mean?"
Snell seemed to be a man who was - Quick to
catch on to the drift of things, and the manner
in which he looked at the ranch boss showed
plainly that he was more than half convinced that
what Young Wild West said was the truth.
"It means that a job has been put up on me,"
was the sullen retort. "Jest 'cause Young: Wild
West is the Champion Deadshot an' made a fool
of me over at Billings, he kin come here an' say
an'' do what he likes, an' I don't dare to sav anything ·.back. I'll admit that I can't hold a ·c andle
to him when it comes to handlin' a gun, so what
am I goin' to do about it? If ~•ou believe what
they're tellin' you, you kin do it, Snell."
"Smithy" said Snell, knitting his brows and
speaking slowly, "I'm afraid I have l?'Ot to believe what they are telling me. At first I was
inclined to believe you, .but the whole thing- seems
so strange, and you have admitted that in a
fit of anger you shot at Young- Wild West in the
dark last nig-ht. That alone would be sufficient
to cause a thinking- person to change his mind.
I fear you have made a big mistake in actinl?"
the way you have. Why should you take the
most vicious horse in the corral to Billings for
a bOl' who probably has had little or no experience at horseback riding to ride here to the
ranch, a distance of a trifle over forty miles ?
There's another point against you, Smithy. Summing it all up Quickly, though I have been thinking rapidly since this conversation started, I
must say that I believe this is the real George
Greenley, and that being the case, I welcome him
to his own. Good Luck Ranch is his property,
save that he can't hold a lawful title to it until
he becomes twenty-one years of age. His uncle
made me the boy's _guardian, ,.and a short time
before he died he made me solemnly promise
that I would look after the boy's rig-hts and help
him all I could, doing mv best meanwhile to induce him to stay here and keep the ranch _going- in proper shape."
Having- relieved himself of ~is much. Snell
stepped over, and with a smile of welcome, put
out his hand to the tenderfoot.
"Excuse me, George Greenley," he said. "I'll
admit that I thought vou were an impostor. But
the doubt has been dispelled from my mind.
I hea.,tily welcome you to Good Luck Ranch , at
the same time assuring you that I will leave no
stone unturned in my efforts to assist you I\IJ I
can and help you to accumulate a fortune, which
I think is here if the rig-ht one takes hold and
works hard."
'That's the way to talk," Cheyenne Charlie
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exclaimed, unable to keep from saying something
just then. "Them wards come from the bottom
of your heart, Snell, an' I know it."
"I thank you, Mr. Snell," Greenley 1·etorted.
"I am sorry vou had any doubts about it. Surely
our corresponden ce was enough to convince you
that I must be the right party when I got here,
since no one else has showed up to impersonate
me. But before we go any further in the mat•
ter, I insist that you look over the papers and
letters I have with me. Meanwhile, I wish Jou
would cause Mr. Smithy to remain right where
he is."
"There ain't no law as l know of what kin compel me to stay here if I don't want to," the rascally ranch boss spoke up, looking! defiantly
at the tenderfoot.
"Probably you are right on that, Smithy,"
Young Wild West said, in his cool and easy way.
"But since there is no such , thing · as a judge
or jury here to carrv out the law, I'll take it on
myself to act. I say .'ou will stay here until
the boy comes back from the house, where he
left his luggage. Now then, just sit down and
take it easy."
The villain uttered something that sounded
like a growl, and cast a glance toward the
open window that was close to him on his right.
"You attempt to jump out of that window and
I'll cripple you with a bullet," the youn.e: deadshot exclaimed, his eyes flashin.e: to show how
well he meant what he said.
That settled it. Smitll.v dropped back into his
chair and resigned him self to his fate. Meanwhile, George left the office and hastened to the
J1ouse, where he was met by · Mrs. Snell, who
smilingly invited him to come into the sitting1·oom.
"I'd like to look over mv luggage first," he
retorted, politely. "I must get something to
show Mr. Sniell."
"I have had everything you brou.e:ht with you
taken to your room. Come, I'll show it to you.
You see, we expected you, so we had everything
in readiness. I hope you will find it a pleasant
room, though the ceilin_g- is rather low and there
are only two windows to it."
"It will suit me al} right. Don't .fear about
that."
She showed him the room, and Greenley was
not long- in opening- one of the suit-cases and
finding- what he wanted. Then, with the letters
and papers in his hand, he quickly returned to
the office. Wild had taken a seat upon one of
the chairs and was facing Smithy , who dejectedly looked about the 1·oom as though his last
hope was .e:one. Snell stood in the center of
the room, a frown showing on his forehead. Ifo
brightened up, however, when the young tenderfoot entered and quicklv said:
'
"This is all mere form, Geor_ge Greenley. But
since you insist on it, I'll look at some of the
papers. There! that is my handwriting-, and this
is " letter I sent to vou, and I know it. That is
sufficient."
"You had better look them all over, to•make
sure," George insisted.
"No, I'll not. Now then, I believe you said
you were going to ask something of me the moment I was satisfied vou were George Greenley.
What is it you want ·me to do?"

"Discharge that man at once!" the tenderfoot
exclaimed, pointing an accusing finger at the
viHainous ranch boss.
"All right," and turning to Smithy, Snell
added: "You're dischar.e:ed. I'll give you what
money is coming to you right away."
The safe was opened, and after a book had
been examined, Smithy was handed the cash that
was coming- to him.
"Your month is nearlv up, Smithy," he said,
with a shake of the head. "If this had happened
four days later you would have received a fu]l
month's pay."
"Give him a full month's pay," spoke up Greenley. "Then he will have no cause to say that
he was not treated fairly."
"I suppose that would be better. I'll do as
you say, George."
So the balance was quickly counted out, and
the amount offered to the villain.
"I don't want no money till my month's up,"
Smithy declared, once more risin.£" to his feet
and showin£ considerable independence . "You
know as well as I do, Snell, that Portez wanted
me to stay here an' help the boy run things.
You know putty well, too, that I could make a
whole lot of trouble for you if I was to open my
mouth about a certain thing-. You--"
"Hold on, Smithy!" cried Snell, an.e:rily. "That
certain thin.e: you refer to has all been s~ttled,
and you can't make a bit of trouble. You are
welcome to speak it out any time you like. It
was all a mistake, anyhow. I was unjustly accused, and vou know it."
"You was, eh? Well, I'll see about that."
This was said with a sneering smile.
"lf you don't choose to tell what you're hinting
at I'll do it myself. Young- Wild West," and
Snell turned to our hero, "it happens that I at
one time sold a dozen head of cattle to an e.'splorin£ partv that was on its way to Mexico.
They wanted to drive them along- so they could
have fresh beef when they needed it. Among
the cattle was a steer that belonged to a nei.e:hboring ranchman. I didnt know it at the time,
but when I discovered it a little later I sent the
money I received for the steec to the rightful
owner, and made my report 1·ead that I had sold
eleven, instead of twelve. Smithy knew about
this, and every time we would have a disagreement he would threaten me to tell the boss that
I had sold twelve of the cattle and only turned
in the price of eleven. There! t hat is all there
is to it. But before Juan Portez died I told
him all about it, so my mind is clear of an -thing that would seem at all dishonest on
part."
"I can't say that that amount to anything at
all, Mr. Snell," the voun_g- deadshot retorted, in
his cool and easy way. "I suppose you have
been permitting- this big bluffer to bulldoze you
just on account of that little thing happening
ever since."
"Yes, I haye."
"A foolish man, I should say. Excuse me f r
speaking that way, for I am only a boy. But
I am bound to express my opinion."
"You may be only a bov in years, Young Wild
West, but I take it that you are a man in judgment as well as in manv other things."
"Thank you for your flattery. But to come
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down to business. I reckon you had better insist
on Smithy's taking his money. If he don't want
to take it you have witnesses here to testify to
that effect."
"I reckon I'll take it," Smithy spoke up, boldly,
and he promptly accepted the money. "Maybe
you want a receipt for this," he added, sneeringly.
''It isn't necessary. You are now at liberty
to leave the ranch."
"And see to it that you never come back here
a,rain after vou once leave!" exclaimed George
Greenley.
The discharged rascal made some sort of
Jrrowling reply, and then slunk out of the office.

.

CHAPTER VII.-Smithy Finds An Assistant.
Smithy was really in somewhat of a plight.
he had no horse of his own, and it was miles
to the nearest ranch or to Billin,rs. When he
got outside this occurred to him with full force,
and he looked around in a helpless sort of way.
When he had first obtained employment at the
ranch he had been without a horse, and one had
been supplied him by Portez. He had never
even thought of saving enough to buv a horse
1for himself, but had spent his wages from month
to month, and now with a full month's pay and
a few dollars besides, he was out of a job and
without a horse to carry him to some place
where he might seek shelter. He stood there
thinking it over when Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie emerged from the office, followed by Greenley and Snell.
"Got a putty long walk ahead of yer, I reckon,"
Cheyenne Charlie said, with a grin on his face.
"But I don't feel sorry for yer. It will do you
good. You hit the trail, an' if you keep at it
long- enough you'll git to the railroad station
some time or other."
"That's so," spoke up the tenderfoot. "I forgot about that. He doesn't own a horse, Mr.
Snell, so I understand."
"No, he neve1· owned one since he's been here,"
was the reply. "Only a few of the cowboys do
own horses. We have plenty, so I suppose they
think it is unnecessary."
"Where is the bucker he intended for me to
ride· from the station, Mr. Snell?"
"I don't know whether· Smithy turned him
,
loose or not. How about it, Smithy?"
"He's tied back of the house," was the reply,
while the man's face lighted up all of a sudden.
"How much is that animal worth?" the boy
owner of the ranch Questioned, as he looked at
the bookkeeper rather earnestly.
"That beast wouldn't be worth a cent to me
if I had to ride him," was the reply.
"Yes, I know that. But how much value should
be placed on it?"
''I suppose he ould be cheap at forty dollars.
A good horse is worth anywhere from seventyfive to a hundred and fifty these days. But this
one isn't a 11:ood hor-se, you understand. I can't
understand why Smithy took such a contrary
beast to the station with the intention that
you should ride it here. It seems as if he really
intended to have you killed or disabled "
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"We'll forget about that part of it. I didn't
ride the bucker, so I got there all rigHt. He
can have him for a dollar."
Snell opened wide his eyes, for he was greatly
surprised at hearing this.
But George evidently meat it, for with a nod
of his head, he declared:
"Yes, I'm going to sell the horse to him for a
dollar. Make out a bill of sale, so he will have
a clear claim."
"Just as you say, George. You are certainly
showing that you have got a big heart in you.
It is surprising to think that after what has happened you would be so 1?:enerous. - But I suppose
it is all right. You never lose anythin,r by
bein,r ,renerous." ·
"Right you are, Mr. Snell," our hero spoke up.
"If Smithy has the least bit of sentiment in his
heart he will greatly appreciate the kindness of
George. But I am afraid there is no sentiment
there, and that he will be trying to do something
to injure the new owner of Good Luck Ranch
before he is twenty-four hours, older. But we'll
take the chances on it, so let him have the horse."
Snell gave a nod, and went back into the office.
In a few minutes he returned with a bill of sale,
which he promptly handed to Smithy, who eagerly accepted it. Then he paid over one dollar,
which was duly placed in the safe along with the
-other money that was kept there.
"Now, then, Smithy," Wild said, in his cool
way, "you won't have to walk, after all. You
haven't got much of a horse, but I reckon you'll
manage to get somewhere with him. Take my
advice and light out, and don't let it pop Into
your head that you ought to come back again
to look for satisfaction."
The villain made no r eply to this, but uromptly
went around to the rear of the house, and untying the broncho, mounted and started to ride
away. He did not go verv far, however, before
the beast began cutting up. This caused Cheyenne
Charlie to fairly roar with laughter, while the
rest could not help smiling.
Hop and Wing came up from one of the outbuildings while the circus was taking place, and
they, too, joined in the laughing. What Smithy
said would not look well in print, but at last he
managed to get the animal started right. and
then he rode away at a lope, heading in the direction he had come from but a short time before
for the purpose of poisoning the mind of Snell
against the youthful owner of the ranch and the
friends he had so luckily found that morning.
There are few people who have no friends, no
matter how bad or degenerated they may be.
Smithy was one of these. In spite of the fact that
he bore a bad reputation he had a few acQuaintances who thought he was all ri,rht. Pro):>ably
they mi,rht not have been exactly all right themselves, but it is safe to say that they were no
worse than he was, and probably much better.
Just as Young Wild West thought, Smithy's
one desire was to obtain revenge, for he actually
made himself believe that he had been treated
shamefully, and that it was all due to Young
Wild West. Nat1ually he wanted to find someone to unload his thoughts to, and as he rode
over the cattle range he decided that the best
one he could meet just then woulr! be a cowboy
who bore the · - -~~ of Puncher Dick. This man
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had onJy been working on the range since the
first of the month, and already he had said and
done things that made the ma.ioritv of the cowboys dislike him. Probably he might have been
.Just as bad as Smithy, though he was a very
Jf!'norant sort of fellow, and was not capable
of makinR" plans.
Smithy knew about where he could find
Puncher Dick, so after he had ridden for about
two miles along the trail he turned to the left
and foUowing the path the cattle had made as
they went to and from the water-hole to drink,
lie was soon lost to view from those at the ranch
behind some hills and rocks. Less than a mile
beyond a biir herd of cattle could be 1,een j("razinir. Smithy brought the broncho to a halt. The
animal was completely fagired out now, and hunir
its head low, not showinir the least spirit. The
lonir ride from the railroad station to the ranch
and the rouirh treatment it had received whtn
the villain ~ta1·ted to ride awav had taken the
Ufe pretty well out of the bea!,t, and it was
now like a lamb. The discharired ranire boss
looked at the cattle and then slowly moved his
eyes to the right. Suddenly he itave a nod of
satisfaction.
Four horsemen could be seen approaching
slowly from around a hill. Smithy knew them
all. One of them was the man he sought, and
speaking sharplv to his horse, he started forward. But the animal felt like laggin,I!,', and at
length realizing that it was his own property
now, and that he had better take pretty good
care of it unti•l he could l!;et one that would be
worth more to him, he permitted the animal to
i;ro as it liked. But it was not a .irreat distance,
anyhow, that he would have to go in order to
meet the four cowboys. In about five minutes
he was quite near enough to make himself heard,
so he brought his horse to a halt and shouted: •
"Hello, Dick! Come here, I want yer."
"All right, Smithy," came the reply, and then
one of the four came riding s"lfiftly to the spot.
Smithy dismounted -and took a seat on a rock,
permitting the th-ed broncbo to do as it liked.
Puncher Dick was not lon11: in riding up.
"Hello, Smithy!" he said, looking somewhat
surprised, for the ex-range boss certainly looked
somewhat dejected as he sat there, his elbows
resting upon his knees. "Anything wrong?" he
added, as he swung himself lightly to the g1•ound.
"Somewhat, Dick," came the reply, while an
angry flash shone in the villain's eyes as he
thought of what had happened to him so recently.
"I've beeri discharged."
"You don't mean it?"
"Yes, I do mean it. The t$1derfoot has got
here, an' the first thing he did was to discharge
me. My month ain't up for four days yet, but
I got ·paid for the whole month. Then the tenderfoot sold me this old b1Jcker for a dollar. I
was told to git out an' never show up around
these parts ag'in. What do you think of that,
Puncher Dick?"
"Blamed if I know what to thi$," declared
the cowboy, completely stagge1·ed at the startling information.
"Well, wait until I've told you all about it, an'
then maybe you'll be able to think a little."
~mithv then started in and related the whole
story, beginning at the time he pa,_id a visit to

the camp of Young Wild West, near tl1e railroad
station at Billings. He had a pretty irood memory, and he hard1y missed a detail of all that
took place from that time until the present.
Puncher Dick interrupted him two or three times.
for he failed to catch e,•erythinir that was rattled
off so Quickly. But Smithv made him understand it all pretty well~ and then risinir to his
feet, he placed a hand upon the villain's arm and
said:
"Puncher Dick, are you a friend of mine?"
"You bet I am, Smithy. I always was, wasn't

I?"

"Yes, ever since we've knowed each other. Now,
then, can't you think of what oughter be done?"
"Blamed if I know, unless you want to git
square with the tenderfoot an' this feller you call
Young Wild West."
"That's it. I knew you would think of that.
That's ~iest what I wan·t to do, Dick, an' I want
you to help me."
"You kin count on me every time. I know
t:1-:ere ain't none of the boys here who has got
any particular use for me. They're showin' it
,more an' more, an' it ain't pleasant to be workin' here with 'em. Maybe me an' you kin fix up
things to sorter make 'em understand that they
ain't the whole thing, after all."
"You bet we'll do it, Dick. I counted on you
ai:; soon as I had time to think of what the best
thing was to do. Now, then, them other fellers
over there don't seem to bother your heads
about you any. S'pose we f!O on an' hide somewhere till to-night?"
"An' what will we do then?" the rascally cowboy asked . .
"What will we do? Why, we'll go over to
the ranch an' rob the safe. There's a big pile
of money in there, an' I happen to know the
combination, though Snell don't know I do. After
we've got the money out ·of the safe we'll find
where Youn11: Wild West an' the tenderfoot is
sleeping an' we'll let 'em have a few shots. Then
we kin light out, an' keep on goin' till we make
'em lose the trail. There won't be no need of
comin' back here then, Dick,. not after we've done
that."
"Not much the1·e won't," Puncher Dick exclaimed, his eyes sparkling. "You think there's a pile
Qf monev in the safe, eh?"
"I kno v there is. I'll bet there's two or three
thousand dollars there."
".Good! We kin whack it up, can't we?"
"\l\l e sartinly kin. You're goin' to git jest as
much as I do. But I don't want to go away
until I've peppered that tenderfoot an' killed
Young Wild West. I don't care whether the
tenderfoot gits killed or not, but Young Wild
West has got to take his dose."
"All ri11:ht, I'll help you," and the cowboys tapped his gun significantly.
"Let's go on to the gullv about a mile from
here an' stay there till after dark, then. I
s'pose we . hadn't oughter _git o the ranch till
around midnight. We want 'em to all be asleep,
you 'k now."
"Sartin; come on."
It was really wondel'ful to see how readily
the cowboy fell into the discharged man's ideas.
Prob::tbly it was due to his iimorance and natural
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A small mirror hung over his desk, and steppinl!" to it he took a good look at himself.
"I don't see anythinl!" wronl!: about my looks,"
he continued, still talkinl!" aloud. "But there's
somethinl!" the matter with my brain, I guess."
Once more he turned to the window. This was
CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Does Some Practical
the cue for another start, and he promptly l!;ave
Joking.
it with real effect, too. Close to the glass of
John Snell, bookkeeper and sort of manager whisky 1av a cigar and three matches. Snell
at the Gold Luck Ranch, was of a rather nervous shook his head and then the vestige of a smile
disposition. After Smithy rode awav he became showed upon his face.
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "Somebody is trying to
more excited than he had been any time before.
"I hope you will all excuse me for about half fLx me up, I guess. Whoever it was who took
an hour. I am all flustered· up," he declared, the bottle of whiskv must have thought I would
as he started for the office. "I'll feel all right drink all of it, and they are dealing it out to
after I have been sitting down for a while. a:nd me as I should have it. A cigar, too. Well.
that's real thoughtful.
have had a smoke."
He looked out of the window, but, as before,
"Go ahead, Mr. Snell," Young Wild West answered, for he could easilv understand that the not a sign of a human being could be seen.
"All right," ije remarked, apparently l!"reatly
man was very nervous.
The bookkeeper was not long in getting to the relieved. "I'll take this drink, and then I'll
•
office. The first thing he did .was to go to a little lil!"ht the cigar."
He swallowed the liquor, and then placing- the
closet in a corner and unlock it. He took from
it a bottle, which was about half full of whisky. glass back on the window-sill, struck" a match
Then a glass was found, and pouring out a drink and lighed the cigar, which he almost instantly
with a hand that trembled considerably, he swal- found was a very good one.
lowed it, leaving both bottle and glass on the
"I certainly do feel a great deal better now,"
window-sill close at his left hand. Back he sank he soliloquized. "I wonder if it was Youn.I!,' Wil<l
into a chair, and breathed a sigh of relief.
West who played the little trick on me? Un"I don't know what makes me get worked doubteclly it was. He might have been watchingup so," he muttered, with a shake of his head. me, for he could easily tell how nervous I was,
"This is the worst I've been since Portez died. and fearing that I might drink all the whisky
I am tr..vinl!" to do my best here, but it seems in the bottle and injure myself, he has slipped
that somethinl!" is bound to happen every now around to the back of the house and taken it
and then to upsei me. I hope that boy will take away, onlv to come back .a1rain and put some in
to a ranch life and make a success of it. All the glass for me and give me the cigar. I don't
he needs is some help, and he'll ~rely succeed. care if he never returns the rest of the whisky."
Smithy has J!"One, and that's a J!"Ood thing. I
He kept watching the window now as he puffed
alwavs detested that man, and I can't under- away at the cigar, for he seemed to be of the
stand why I believed the story he told me when opinion that the bottle would appear there ae:ain. ·
he came over to-day. But the way he told it But ten minutes passed and it did not. He did
make it look reasonable. I am beginning to feel not hear a sound, either, for it happened tha11
better, anyhow. I suppose another drink might those who knew of his condition were not goinit
help me, so I guess I'll take it."
to disturb him for a while. Perfectly content
He turned to reach for the bottle and glass, now, and with a happy feeling coming over him,
but found the bottle had disappeared. Greatly Snell reclined in his chair. He was just dozingsurprised, the bookkeeper forgot about his ner-' off when the door opened suddenly. He straightvousness, and arose to his feet. He picked up ened up with a violent start and saw before him
the glass and found it was just as he had left it a smilinl!" Chinaman.
with a ·few drops of liquor still in the bottom.
"Velly nicee day, so be," came the salutation.
But the bottle of whisky had vanishelit He looked
"Why-er-yes," Snell answered, rising to his
. out of the window, but could see no one.
feet. "Who are you?."
"That's strange," he mused. "I certainly put
"Me allee samee Young- Wild West's Clevee
tl1e bottle on the window-still, unless I am very Chinee, so be. Me namee Hop Wah; comee
much mistaken. I was fiuste1·ed a whole lot, fiom China."
though, so maybe I did put it back into the
"Ah! Sit down."
closet. I'll look and see."
Hop, for it certainly was he, obeyed without
He turned to the closet, but Quickly found that delay. It is easy for the reader to guess that
the bottle was not there. With a puzzled shake he was the one who had taken the bottle of
of the head, he again turned to the window. Then whiskv and had performed the other things that
it was that he gave a violent start. The glass seemed so mysterious to the bookkeeper before
which he '11ad left there was now half full of he had time to think it over. Hop's fondness for
Jiquor. Snell took off' the straw hat he was whisky often led him to stealing. But this time
wearinl!" and felt of the top of his head as though he had been kind enough to deal his vjstim out
h.e was trying to l!"ather his wits together.
a drink after he had obtained possession of the
"\Vhat is the matter with me, anyho,w ?" he bottle.
..
cried aloud. "I'll swear that glass had no whisky
"You velly nicee Melican man," he said, blandin it a minute ago. 'l'he bottle disappeared first, ly, as he took a survey of the interior of the
and the 11:lass was left there just as I put it cl~wn little office.
after taking a drink. Now it's half full of
"You think so, eh?" and Snell, now quite himself, smiled in a pleased sort of way.
whisky."
inclination to do wrong, but anyhow Smithy certainly had found a valuable assistant.
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"Me knowee lat. Me hear um tenderfoot say
you velly nicee man. Lat allee light. Maybe
:vou wantee tleat poor Chinee."
"Treat you ? What would you like to have!"
"Lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"I'm sorry, my heathen friend. But I haven't
J?:ot a drop in the place. I had a bottle that
had quite some in it, but it disappeared a short
time ago."
"Lat velly stlange," Hop said, becoming very
much interested.
"You think it was strange, eh?"
Snell, who was a very bright sort of fellow,
at once became suspicious that it might have
been this Chinaman who had played the trick on
him.
"Velly stlange," Hop declared.
"You like whisky, eh?"
"Velly muchee."
"You don't like it enough to steal it, do you?"
"Me no stealee. Me velly honest Chinee, so
be."
"I know that. But suppose you happened to
come along and see a bottle setting on a windowliiill and the window wide open. If you felt like
taking a drink would you steal the bottle?"
"No," declared Hop. "Me go to Sunday School
1n 'Flisco, and me knowee it velly muchee wlong
to stealee."
"You say you are Young Wild West's Clever
Chinee, and your name is Hop Wah?"
"Lat light."
"Well, I believe you are quite clever. Now,
see here, Hop Wah, I want you to tell me the
truth. Didn't you take the bottle that was over
on the window-sill a little while ago?"
"No, me no takee. Maybe my blother takee.
Be velly muchee stealee, so be. He fool Chinee."
"If you did take it you are welcome to it, so
don't think that I am going to try and get you
into trouble. I'll not even tell Young Wild
West or anyone else of it. But I want you to
own it. Didn't you take the whisky?"
"No, me no takee."
A twinkle shone in the eyes of the bookkeeper
then, and suddenly pulling a revolver from his
belt, he leveled it at the Chinaman and exclaimed:
"Tell ine the truth or I'll shoot you."
"Hip hi!" Hop exclaimed, throwing up both
hands and rising from the chair. "No shootee.
Me tellee tluth. Me take, so be. Me plav lillee
lokee, lat allee."
"Ah!" and Snell laughed heartily. "I know it.
Now, then, produce the bottle."
Hop made out that he was very much afraid,
though the fact was that he was not one bit
that way. His hands trembled as he felt under
his loose-fitting blouse, and the next minute he
woduced the identical bottle. There was just
about enough left in it to satisfy Snell that the
Chinaman had got away with a couple of good
drinks himself. He took the bottle, and then
picking up the glass he had used before, poured
some into it.
I think I'll take a small drink on the strength
of vour cleverness, Mr. Hop Wa11," he observed.
"Will you join me?"
"Me takee lillee dlinkee," came the reply. "Yeu
cllink first."
"All rl~ht. here she i:('oes."
It "~,s not more than a good swallow the man

had poured into the glass, and he gulped it down
quickly. But the next instant his face became
distorted and he gasped for breath.
"Great Scott!" he cried, dancing wildly about
and trying to spit out the stuff. "That isn't
whisky. It's vinegar, and mighty strong stuff
at that. Wow!"
"Whattee mattee '/" Hop asked, innocently, and
seizing- the man he half-lifted him to a chair and
then began fanning- him with his own hat.
"Get me some water," panted the victim. "Run
out to the well. It's right back of the house."
Hoo gave a nod, and instead of going to the
door he leaped lightly out of the window and
soon came back with a big bucket of water. As
he h~ld it up Snell ran forward with the glass
to get some of it to take the taste from his
mouth. Just how it happened he did not exactly
know, but as he was about to dip the glass into
the bucket it tipped forward suddenly and the
contents came into the office with a swish. wetting him from the waist down.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee ?" Hop shouted, lettinJ?: the bucket drop and running as though for
his life.
Snell let out a shout that aroused those in
the other part of the building. and in a very short
time Wild, Charlie and Jim, followed by the new
owner of the ranch, rushed in. When they saw
the floor all wet and the bookkeeper standing
there soaked to the skin from his waist down,
they could not understand what it all meant.
"What's the matter, Mr. Snell?" Wild asked,
for he thought the man must have gone crazy.
"I don't know, Young Wild Yvest," came the
reply, with a shake of the head. "But I've been
having a great time since I came in here. However, I think my fit of nervousness has been
cured all right. That clever Chinaman of yours
helped do it. I suppose he is responsible for
the condition of things here now."
"What!" the young deadshot cried. "Hop threw
that water on you?"
"No, I won't say that he did that. I think I
was responsible for that part of it myself. But
say! when I come to think of it it is very laugh•
able."
Then he actually broke into a fit of laughter,
while our hero and his companions looked on in
amazement. It was very warm, so Snell did not
bother to c~ge the garments covering his lower
extremities. He simply took the revolver fron·
the holster and wiped it off with his handker
chief, and then placed it back again.

CHAPTER IX.-The Last of Smithy.
Snell was troubled no more with nervousness
that day, for whenever he thought of how the
Chinaman had played a joke upon him he could
not help smiling, even if he was alone. Meanwhile, the girls had been getting along nicely
with Mrs. Snell, and when supper-time came it
was a jolly partv that sat down at the long
table in the dining-room of the ranch-house.
George Greenley had not yet learned how to
malre himself at home. But he was doing the
best he could. He had changed his tenderfoot
attire to something- that suited much better, but
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"An' I'll bet the 11:1lloot you call Puncher Dick
i.ti!l there was somethinJ<" about his looks that
8uggested that he was not a Westerner. When won't like it one bit," Cheyenne · Charlie spoke
Wild admitted this, after being Questioned on the up.
"No, he certainly will not. He's .an older hand
subject, the young fellow only laughed and said:
"All right. If you should happen to come than Pete, and quite likely he will be looking
around here in three months from now you'll see for the fob."
"He won't J?et it," declared the tenderfoot. "I
a marked difference in me. I intend to strike
right in to-morrow morning and learn all about have never seen him, but since he bears a bad
the work that is to be clone on a cattle ranch. reputation, and was a pal of Smithy's, I haven't
·
I am strong and healthy; and I know I can stand much use for him.''
hard knocks. I want to begin ;,right at the botAfter thev all J<"ot up from the table Snell contom, even thouJ?h I own the ranch. I feel con- ducted the new owner and our friends outside to
fident that it won't take me a J?reat while to have a look at the different buildings and corral
make the men like me. I mean to do all I can where the horses wer-e kept. By the time they
for them, so I don't see why not."
.
had looked thin11:s over it was gettinJ? dark, so
"That all depends upon what sort qf men they they returned to the house. Then Mrs. Snell sugal'€," the young deadshot answered, and then, gested that Hop Wah be brought in to J?ive them
looking at Snell across the table, for thev were a little entertainment, for · she had heard much
still sittinJ? there after J!l"avinS1." about finished the about the clever Chinee from the girls, and
evening meal, · he added: "How about it? Are what he had done to her husband convinced her
the boys pretty- £OOd fellows?"
that they had told · her nothin_g- that was not
"Yes, as a J<"eneral thing they are. There's strictly right. Cheyenne Charlie said he knew
one man who is much dislik€d, though, for my just where he could find Hop.
vart, I can't sav anything- against him. He's
"If there's any of the boys in the bunk-house
called Puncher Dick. Then there's another fel- he'll be there, an' I'll bet he'll be playin' poker."
low who was caught cheating at cards, and the "There may be a coupie of them there. I think
boys don't think an awful lot of him. He plead- there is," Snell retorted. "I'll go with you."
ed with them so hard, however, that they J?ave
"Come on, then, an' we'll see if I ain't right.
in to him."
Most likely all the boys around here plays draw
''Were either of them friends of Smithy's?"
poker."
"Puncher Dick was a sort of pal, I believe."
"Whenever they get the chance, and they · have
- "Ah!" and, turnintr to Greenley, the young monev
to play with."
deadshot continued: "He won't take a great deal
''Sartin. I knowed that. It's about the best
of •stock in you, then, George. If he was a way
to pass your time, anyhow, when you ain't
friend of Smithy's it is ciuite evident that he'll J<"ot nothin'
to do."
feel sore on account of you discharJ<"inJ? the range .
There was a bright light in the bunk-house,
bol's."
•
not very far away, and as the two
"l t:an't help that," the tenderfoot answered, which was
it they could hear voices from within.
determinedly. "If he don't like me and I dis- neared
Charlie slipped up to a window and, peering in,
cover it he will have to Quit, that's all. I left saw
sittfo.J? at a table with two cowboys.
a pretty fair job in the East to come out here They ij'op
weTe the only ones there and, sure enough,
and take ca1·e of this ranch, and I mean to hustle 1 they were
playing- cards and there was a small
until I have got things going just right; and I pile of money
on the table. He called Snell's
feel sure that I am going to be well paid for attention
to ·it, and after taking a look the bookmv work. I don't mean to let any cowboy in- keeper smiled
and followed the scout .around to
terfere with my progress, either. I suppose it
isn't difficult to obtain all the help you want, Mr. the door.
"Do you want to see me bust up that game?"
Snell?"
"No. Just now you can get more men than Charlie whispered.
"Well, I don't know as I would do that if I
vou want. There are times, thol)gh, when it's were
you."
·
pretty hard to find them. But that's generally
"All right, we'll wait a minute. Somethin' is
when rounding ~P is done, and it isn't Quite time bound
to start up putty soon. That heathen will
for that yet. You have got enouJ<"h right now,
all the monev they've g·ot."
'if they all stick to you, even thougn Smithy has take
Once more the scout was right in what he. said.
gone. Of course, you'll want a new boss of the
It was sca1·cely five minutes before one of the
ranJ?e. There's J?ot to be a boss, you know."
cowboys arose to his feet, and pointing an ac"What sort of a man is Pete?"
"I think he would do fine. He's about as fair cusin'tr finger .at the Chinaman, exclaimed:
"That settles it, heathen. You have got my
and square a fellow as there is among the bunch."
"All ri.e:ht, then, Pete shall be the new ranJ?e last nickel. But it's blamed funny that you could
boss. I think I'll go and tell him before I go l1old four aces twice in succession. I never seen
sich funny hands in a game in all my life. You
to bed to-night."
· "You won't find Pete to-night. He's just about have held four aces twice, four kinR:s once, an'
leavinJ? now to go out and hunt up some stray four of a kind two or three times more..''
· "Lat allee light. Me velly smartee Chinee.''
cattle. I heard him sa-1' he was going with two
"Well, I don't accuse vou of bein' a eheat, but
of the others. Those fellows all know what to
it sorter seems to me that you are. I won't play
do without beinJ? told.''
"Well, I'll see him to-morrow, then. I think no more with you, anyhow."
"I reckon I won't, either," the other declared.
ht: will be willing to wait."
"Of course he will. You'll tickle Pete to death "1 ·have lost six dolla:i;s, an' I've only got a dollai· an' forty cents left; I'll trv an' make that
by promoting him to boss."
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last me for four days rltore, when pay-day
comes:"
Hop endeavored to persuade the second man
to stay in the game, he declaring that he was
strictly honest and neve thought of such a thing
as cheating. While he was talking he was holding the pack of cards between his thumb and
forefinger, shaking it to emphasize what he said.
"Jest watch that pack of cards," the scout
whispered to Snell. "I'm goin' to scatter 'em all
over the room, see if I don't."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
his gun was on a line with Hop's hand. He
waited a second or two, until he got the pack
just right, and then he pulled the trigger. Crack!
As the report rang out the cards flew from the
Chinaman's hand, and back he went sprawling
upon the floor. The two cowboys sprang back
and pulled their guns, evidently thinking that an
attack had been made upon the bunk-house.
"Hip hi! hip hi!" veiled Hop, at the top of his
voice, as he rolled over and started to crawl
under the table.
The humorous side of it appealed to Snell, and
he at once broke into a loud laugh and hurried
inside the building.
"That's where you got the best of the China, IJ!an, Cheyenne Charlie," he called out. "You
certainly are a remarkable shot."
"Not half as good as Wild is," was the retort,
though he was much pleased at the compliment.
"Jest speak to them two fellers . . They don't
seem to quite understand it yet."
, "Boys," the bookkeeper said, nodding to the
astounded cowboys, "that was a joke of Cheyenne
Charlie's. He says the Chinaman is a cheat, and
he wanted to break up the game, so I permitted
him to do so.''
"That's a funny way to bust up .a 11:ame,
though," one of them answered, shaking his head.
"He might have shot the heathen's hand." ·
. "No, I wouldn't shoot nothin' like that, .t hough
sometimes he's deservin' of havin' worse th'an
t hat done to him," Charlie declared.
Then, looking under the table, he added:
"Come out of there, you pi,r-tailed galoot.
"Pick up them cards. If you don't I'll take another shot at yer."
"Stoppee, Misler Charlie. Me allee light," came
the reply, and then the Chinaman arose · a nd
·started to crawl toward the door.
"Stop right where ver are. heathen!" commanded the scout. "If you ain't goin' to pick
up the cards you kin g·ive these fellers ba ck
the money they lost . You cheated 'em, an'. ,:ou
know it. I heard what one of 'em was saym a
lit tle while ago, when he got up an' qui~ the
gan1e."
"Allee light, lVIisler Charlie," was t he meek
retort, and Hop began to smile and take the
monev from his pocket.
The two accepted the money, and t hen Snell,
after waiting until Hop was assisted in picking
up the scattered cards, told 11in1 t hat he was
wanted at the house. This was quite pleasing
to the clever Chinee, for he always liked to entertain those who cared to listen to him and
watch him. For nearly three hours they had a
lively time that nig-~t •. and when at l~st the
Chinaman left the s1ttmg-room where it took
ulace. Snell and his wife and the tenderfoot de-

dared that they had never seen anything like it.
But it was time to retire now, for Greenley
wanted to get up early in the morning, so he
could start rig-ht in at the ranch work. In less
than half an hour after that the house was in
darkness, -and apparently every one was asleep.
It went along that wav until just a few minutes
before twelve, and then Cheyenne Charlie was
aroused by hearin,r a noise at the window of the
room in which he was sleeping- with Wild and
Jim. It was the biggest sleeping-room in the
house, and there were two beds in it. The window -where the noise came from was at the rear
of the building, and, rising cautiously, Charlie
looked in that direction.
It was moonlight, and he plainly saw the
figure of a man in the act of raisin,r the sash.
The ever-ready revolver was close at' hand and,
reaching- for it, the scoui clutched it and turned
it toward the window. But he said nothin,r and
lav perfectly still. lJp went the sash, and then
he saw the villain outside lean a little in the
room, and he caught the glimmer of steel at the
same time. Wild was sleepin,r with Jim rig-ht
opposite the window, and when he saw the man
at the window raise his revolver to shoot in that
direction, Charlie did not hesitate, but fired as
Quick as lightning.
The report rang out with startlin,r distinctness,
and the man disappeared from the window at
the same time. Up jumped Wild and Jim. But
the scout was ahead of them, and out he leaped
upon the gt•ound, which was only about four teet
below. There lay a man, his face upturned, Just
about breathing his last.
:'It's Smithy, Wild," Charlie said. "It's a lucky
thing- I happenec;l to wake up or he would sartinly
have got yer. But I give it to hi:m jest in time."
CHAPTER X.-The Tenderfoot's Success.
Smithy and Puncher Dick had waited until well
along- in the night before starting to the ranch
for the purpose of robbing the safe and getting
revenge upon Younl!: Wild West and the boy
tenderfoot. It was near the hour of midnight
when they rode up and dismounted at the rear
of the ranch-house. Leaving thei:r horses where
they could get them at. very short notice they
crept around to the office, and after makin,r sure
that no one was astir in the house, they proceeded to force a window.
.
Once inside it was easy for Smithy to open
the safe, for he knew the combination. The villains took the risk of liJ?"hting matches to· see
what the y were doing, and the result was that
thev got every dollar that was in the safe, dividing it right then and there.
"Now, then," Smithy said to his partner, "we'll
try an' find out where Young Wild West is sleepin'. If I kin git a shot at him I'll be satisfied
tc- let the tenderfoot alone. We've made a putty
,rood haul to-night, Dick."
.
"That's right. You go ahead. I don't want to
have nothin' to do with the shootin', unless they
git after us, an' then you kin bet I'll do my
part," was the reply.
The two went around t.o the r~r · of the house
a,rain and began peerin,r into the windows they
came to. It was moonlight, as has already been
stated, and it did not take lonl!' for Smithy to see
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a bed directlv opposite the wind'ow. The moon·beams fell full upon it, and he could distinl?'uish
the forms of two persons lyinR" there. One of
them wore his hair lonl?', and Smithy easily convinced himself that it was Youn£ Wild West.
At first he was S?oing to take a shot through the
,!!"lass, for that particular window happened to
be closed. But he decided that it would be
easier if he raised the window, so he proceeded
to do so. It was a fatal move for him, however,
as the reader knows.
Cheyenne Charlie had awakened in the nick of
time, and a bullet from his . revolver put an end
· to Smithy, just as he was· in the act of committinl?' murder. When he heard the shot and saw
Smithy fall, Puncher Dick was filled with consternation. At first he thoul?'ht his partner had
fired, but when he landed upon the gro\lnd in a
heap he knew better, and he at once ran to where
the horses had been left. Mountin11: his own, he
rode swiftly from the spot, a stran11:e fear hauntinl?' him as he did so. But in a very few minutes
he cooled down, and then began to think as best
he could. His brains were not so dull but that
he could readily ima11:ine that he was quite safe
if Smithy had been killed, for no one knew of
the compact they had made.
"There ain't no use in me runnin' away," he
muttered. "I'm s'posed to be workin' here yet,
so the best thin11: I kin do is ki go out on the
ran11:e an' look after the cattle, the same as I
was s'posed to do to-ni11:ht. Yes, that's what
I'll do. But if it happens that Smithy ain't dead
an' he tells on me, what then?"
A · 11:rim sort of smile came on his face as he
said this, but he quickly became serious a11:ain.
Catchin11: his horse, he soon threw the saddle
on it and then, mounting, rode slowly for the
ranch. Never once did it occur to the rascal
that he miirht be accused and searched. If such
a -thin11: happened half the monev that had been
taken from the safe would be found upon him.
But Puncher Dick was anything but a bright
man, and he really felt secure. As he neared
the ranch he saw some of the cowboys 11:athered
about the corral where the horses were kept. · He
;rode up, and called out to one of the men for
Smithy.
"He ain't here," was the reply. "But the boss
is in the corral."
· "The.new boss, eh?" and Puncher Dick laughed
lightly ·as he went on throul?'h the irate.
Sure enough, the boss was there. Geor.1;e
Greenley, in his shirt-sleeves and lookinir very
much as if he was ready for work, was watching two cowboys catch the unrulv bronchos that
were in the corral. Younl?' Wild West was there,
too, but he was at least a hundred feet away,
talking- with Snell. The moment the tenderfoot
saw Puncher Dick he called out to. him to dismount.
"When did you see Smithy last?" he asked.
"Let me see," and the villain scratched his
head as though he was tryinl?' to think. "I reckon
it must have been yisterdav mornin'."
"You're tellinl?' a lie, and you know it."
"What's that?" cried Puncher Dick, angrily.
"You call me a liar?"
"Yes, and I can p1·ove that you are. You're
worse than a liar; you're a thief."
Puncher Dick's gun leaped from the holster,
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and it was almost on a line with the tenderfoot's
heart, when- Spat! The youn11: fellow shot out
his right fist and caug-ht the rascal squarely on
·
the side of the jaw.
Down. went Puncher Dick, the revolver flying
from his hand. Then Greenley seized a whip
from the hand of a cowboy standing near, and as
Puncher Dick irot upon his feet the beg-an lashing
him as hard . as he could. It seemed that the
cowboys g-atherell near could not understand what
it all meant, and a couple of them ran forward
as thouR"h to stop the tenderfoot from punishOur hero ran to the spot in a
~I? the villain.
.11ffy. He understood the situation, if they did
M~

.

"Stand back!" cried W,ld, his eyes flashin_g-.
~Don't interfere. The sneakinl?' coyote is g-etting
Just what he deserves. That boy is goinl?' to be
the boss of his own ranch, and don't you forn-et
,..
.
it!"
Greenley kept on lashin11: Puncher Dick until
the latter fell prone_upon the ground and began
to howl for mercy. Then he let up upon him.
. "N?w then, boys," said Young Wild West, in
his cool and easy way, as he faced the wondering
cowboys, "I'll explain matters to you a little.
Those of you who were slepin11: in the bunk-house
heard a shot fired last night something- arour,d
twelve o'clock, didn't you?"
"Yes," came the reply.
"Well, -that shot put an end to Smithy. Cheyenne Charlie dropped him just as he was going
to shoot me while I was asleep."
A cry of amazement went up.
"Listen," went on the younir deadshot. ~ "Before Smithv cashed in his chips he robbed the
safe in 'the office, with the assistance of a partner. They must have divided the money, for
.iust half the amount taken from the safe was
jound in Smithy's pockets. His partner rode
away, leavin11: Smithy's horse riS?ht behind the
house. You can bet I was not' lon11: in S?etting
out of here after Smithv was shot. Without taking the trouble to put on any extra clothing, I
found Smithy's horse and I started in pursuit
o~ -his partner. I could easily have overtaken
him and got a shot at him, but I didn't do that.
I kept on at a safe distance, and when' I found
that he didn't intend to leave the ranch and saw
him hobble his horse and lie down, I knew he
would come back. He did come back, boys.
·
There he is."
The youn11: deadshot pointed an accusing fing-er
at Puncher Dick, who was sittin11: at Puncher
Dick, who was sitting on the ground smarting
from the cuts he had received from the whip.
The villain's face turned ashen, for he had not
expected anything like that to happen. He tried
to speak, b'\it the words would not seem to come.
"There he is, boys, the young- deadshot repeated. "Just g-o throu.1;h him and you'll probably
find the rest of the money that was taken from
the safe last night." Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart quickly pounced upon the scoundrel. The
cowboys ran up and some of them acted as
though they meant to lynch him'. But the coolness of the youn11: deadshot kept them back. A
quick search was made, and the money was
found, though Puncher Dick liad found the use of
his tongue and " ·a c; protestin.it his innocence.
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"However, when he was lifted to his feet and
saw the monev in the hands of Snell he broke
down and confessed.
"I helped steal the money, an' I took half of it,"
he said. "But I didn't have nothin' to do with
tryin' to kill Young- Wild West. I didn't have
nothin' to do with openin' the safe, either. Smithy
knowed the combination, an' he done it. I jest
went with him to sorter keep watch. You
couldn't blame me · for takin' h'alf of the money
after I had done as much as that, could you?"
"No, that's rig-ht. If you were willing- to enter
into a partnership to commit a robbery and assist
in a murder it is a sure thing- that you would not
refuse half the booty," Wild told him, quickly.
"But I suppose you know," be added, "what you
may expect now. "Have they got a jail at Billings?"
"Not much of a one," one of the cowboys spoke
up. "But what's the use of botherin' with a
jail?"
·
"None of that sort of talk," cried Wild, his
eyes flashing-. "I reckon lynching-s don't happen
very often as close to a railroad station as this
is. If there is no suitable jail at Billings it won't
-take long to g-et this man to one. N9w, then,
I want you to understand that he is my prisoner."
"Hurrah for Young- Wild West!" shouted
Geor.e:e Greenley, waving- his hat excitedly. ·"He
has pushed me rig-ht throug-h to success, for if it
had not been for him I suppose I would be dead or
lyin_g- in bed with some broken bones, or possibly
if neither had happened I mig-ht be on mv way
back home at this minute. But here I am, and I
feel that success is in my g-rasp. I mean to stay
here, too, and I am going- to run Good Luck
Ranch and make money in doing- it." Then he
shouted "Hurrah!" ag-ain, and the result was that
every one took up the cry with the exception, of
course, of the prisoner. Puncher Dick was led
to the house, and Mrs. Snell and the g-irls came
out to have a look at him. Hop and Wini? came
alon1r, too, for they were curious to see the ·villain
who had assisted· Smithv in robbing- the safe. The
villain beg-an pleading- when he saw the girls, for
probably he thought they mig-ht feel sorrv for
him and say something- in his behalf. But no
such thing- happened. They had seen too many
villains to make them feel at all sorry for 011e
now. Already the body of Smithy was in a
wagon, so it could be taken to Billing-s.
"When you g-it ready, boss, I'll hitch up the
team and drive over," said the man who was to
convey the remains of Smithy to the villag-e at
the railroad station. His remark was addressed
to Georg-e Greenley, whom they all ca.lled boss
now.
"Whenever Young- Wild West thil].ks it's time
to g-o you'll start," was the- reply. "This prisoner
must be taken over at the same time. It's a
pretty lon_g- drive, though, so I suppose we
shouldn't delay an awful lot."
"We'll go rig-ht away, then," our hero spoke
up. "You and Snell and the driver, with Charlie
and myself, will be quite enoui?h, I reckon. Mr.
Snell will make the necessary charge, if we can
find any one to make it to."
"There's a justice over there," the bookkeeper
u.id, with a reassuring nod. "It won't take long

to fi.i,;: that. But I suppose we won't get back today."
"Well, we'll get • back to-morrow, then. I
reckon everything- will g-o along rig-ht now, with
Smithy and Puncher Dick out of the way." Half .
an hour later they set out, and in due time arrived at Billings. The necessary charg-e was
made and the stor,y told, and the dead villain
and the live one were turned over to the proper
autho1·ities. Wild and Charlie could easily have
made the trip back to the ranch, even though
thev might not arrive until rather late. But it
was out of the question to think of the team doing it with the buckboard, so they out up for the
nild1t, and early next mornin_g- started back,
arriving- there shortly before noon. Things had
been going- very smoothly while they were away,
with one exception. This was that Jim Dart had
discovered t hat Hop bad been fleecing some of
the cowboys who were not acquainted with him
out of their mone y by playing draw poker with
them.
It happened that none of the men who had
been victims were at the ranch just then, so Wild
found Hop and ordered Ilim to ride over t he
range until he found them and g-ave them back
thei~· money, at the same time explaining why he
did so. This was quite a difficult task for t he
heathen, but he knew it would not be good policy
for him to · refuse. He mounted his piebald
broncho a few; minutes later and set out, and it
was nearly night before he returned.
"Me findee allee light, Mister Wild. Me no
plav dlaw pokee with um cowboys some more, so
be. Me g-ottee enoug-h."
"You're all right in some things, Hop," was the
reply, "so let it g-o at that." Young- Wild West
and his friends remained at Good Luck Ranch for
three days, during which time the young deadshot and his partners did all they could to help
the tenderfoot to learn bow to run his ranch.
Greenley was an apt pupil, and there was no
doubt in their minds but that he had already
made a success of his undertaking-.
•
"Well, George," the vounl?" deadshot said, as
thev were mounted and ready to leave to look
for further adventures and more excitement. "l'ri1
mighty dad we happened to be at Billings when
you arrived in this part of the country."
"So am I, Wild," the Bov Ranchero , replied.
"As I said before, I am quite sure that it would
have been a miserable failure on my part if it
had not been for y~. You have said that voa
helped me to ·success. You may call it that if
you like, but I'll make it a little strong-er than
that. You are entirely res-ponsible for it. of
course, with the assistance of your partners. Now.
then, whenever you iret around this way I want
you to be sure and come to see me, for I mean to
stav h~e. You will always find a welcome at
Good Luck Ranch." There were tears in tha
voung- fellow's eyes when the final l?"Ood-bys were
said, and Young- Wild West and his friends roda
away from the ranch.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST DEFYING AN AMBUSH; or, ARIETTA:
LEADING THE CALVARY!'
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GOOD READING
SOME REMARKAB LE STATISTICS
A German newspaper with a love for statistics
has collected the following data on the German
population: Ten out of every 1,000 men and
three out of every 1,000 women are idiots. On
the other hand, out of 1,000 men, thei-e a1·e ten
geniuses, whereas among 1,000 women thei-e are
none. When it comes to average intellige1,ce, the
women ai-e ahead, 595 out of 1,000 being in that
category, while only 380 out of 1,000 men thus
c1ualify.
AN ALASKAN SPONGE FIELD?
Two live sponges we1·e attached to the anchor
rope of the mine tender Lee when drawn from the
water off Chlchal!"off, Alaska. Capt. Cedric Davis
tested the temperature of the sea twenty fathoms
down and found it was 18 degrees warmer than
that of the surface. News of the sponge discovery aroused almost as much excitement as did
the old-time gold craze. Fishermen sought diving outfits to explore the submerged rocks for
1,ponge beds.
B"IG BEAVER SEASON ENDS
T1·appers reported moi-e beaver had been taken
in the Adirondacks this season than last, when
the one month open season ended, April 1, but it
was too early to estimate the number trapped.
Trappers said the ·weather had been favorable
tut that they believed the number of beaver taken
would make note even an appreciable decrease in
the vast numbers of beaver now in the country.
Within two weeks, it is expected, trappe1·s will
have completed deiivery of the pelts.
A RISKY JOB

News photographer s are accustomed to wo1·king in dangerous places, but G. A. Shoemaker of
the Army Air Service is said to be the only one
who risks his life regularly by falli g in order
to take pictures, says Popular Science:
With three small motion pic'ture cameras
!etrapped to his belt and a parachute on his back,
this daring photographer , a senior instructor in
parachute jumping, leaps from the wing of a Martin bomber.
As he falls, he looks about him calmly, taking
photographs of bits of scenery or other objects of
interest. If the parachute opens properly and he
lands safely, he then has for sale several phot-Ographs that are of unusual value and interest . •
WATCH PIN TRAVEL IN. BODY
The progress of a scarfpin through the body
of a child two and one-half years old is being
watched by Receiving Hospital physicians, who
are using a fluoroscope, an instrument that will
how foreign objects and substances in the body.
The boy, Lawrence George, swallowed the pin on
Feb. 25.
"When we X-rayed the child next day," said
Dr. Lewis Gerapy, chief surgeon at the hospital,
•~we located the pin in the stomach. \Ve haYe
een watching the movement of the pin twice
aily through the fluoroscope.
"The pin passed gradually from the throat to

!he s~omach. The~ i~ went through the upper
m~est!ne and now 1s m the lower intestine. The
c~Ild 1_s out o~ d~nger and we are hoping that the
pm will be ehmmated naturally."
AMAZING STORIES IN JAPANESE PAPERS
A story appearing in a Japanese newspaper in
T(?kio under t~r _headline, "Triplet Color Scheme
Killed Mother, is only one of the frequent examples of the credulity of the Japanese newspaper reporter.
The item, purportin.£ to be a dispatch from Keelung, s_tates tha_t a mother in the town of Denryo
gave birth to triplets, "one of whom was jet black
one snow white and one of color of the setting
sun." The pap~r adds that the mother died 6f
shock. after takmg one look at her vari-colored
offspring.
Another ~stounding story appearing in the
Os~!'a Asahi, one o~ the n:iost reliable of Japanese
da!l~es, reports .an mterv1ew gained by an enterpnsmg reporter from a foreigner stating that
the man interviewed was 140 yea1·s old that his
wife was 135 and that their two eldest children
were, respectively, 105 and 107 years of age The
man interviewed went on to say that he ~as a
comparativel y young man for a Swede, as his
countrymen have been known to live to as great
an age as 205.

Fame and Fortune Weekly
-

LA.TEST 181!1UE8 -

100'I A Pot of Money; or, The Legacy of a Lucky Boy.
1008 From Rags to Riches; or, A Lucky Wall Street

Messenger.
1000 On His Merits: or, The Smartest Boy Alive ·
l\tl0 Trapping the Brokers; or, A Game Wall Street Boy
1011 A M1l!lon in Gold: or. The Treasure of Santa Cruz:
1012 B1~~:et~o Maki! Money; or, From the West to Wall
1013 Tne Boy Magnate: or, llfnklnl!: Baseball Pay.
l0H Making Money; or, A Wall Street Messenger's Luck.
101:i A Harvest ot Gold; or, 'l'he Buried '.l'reasure of
Corn! Island.
1016 On the Curb; or, Bentlnl!: the Wall Street Brokerq.
1017 A Freak of Fortune; or, '.l'he Boy Who Struck
,
Oil.
1018 The Prince of Wall Street; or. A Big Deni for Big
)lonPy.

1019 Starting His Own Business; or, The Boy Who

Caught On.

1020 A"\\~°c:'''.SJ'o!~ Wall Street: or, The Wall Street Boy
1021 First In th e Fi eld: or. Doing Business for Himselt.
l•'or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an1

address on receipt of price, Sc. per copy,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY K. WOLFF, Publi&her, Inc.•
Mew York CU;r
166 \Veat Ud 8tree&

"Movina Picture Storiea"
A Weekly llla11a1lne DeToted to Photoplau and l'.la;r~

PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY

·

Ench number contains '£hree Stories ot tbe Best Fllin■
on the Screen-Elegan t Hnlt-tone Stenes trom the PJay■
- .l nterestinll' Articles About Prominent People in the '
1'' 1lms-Dolngs of Actors and Actresses in the Studie
1rnd Lessons In Scen11rio Wrltln1r.

BARRY It. WOLFF, Publisher. Inc.
_-ew York Cili
166 We t 23d Street

Page Missing

Page Missing
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TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
81ncle Copies •. • .. , •..•.... . ••.• Poataa:e Free
8 l:eot•
One copy Three Month11..... . ..
"
•• P.00
One Copy Six Months . .........
••
"
2.00
One Copy One Year •••••••.••••
4.00
Cao ad a, $4.60; k'ore!i;rn, '6.00.
H OW TO SEND MONEY-At our risk send P. 0.
Money Order, Check or Registered Letter; remittances
to any other way are at your risk. We accept Postaite
Stamps the some as cash. When sending silver wral)
the Coln In a separate piece of paper to avoid cutting
the envelope. Write your name and address plainly.
Addr ess letters to
Harry E. wour, Pr...
}
HARRY E . W OLFF,
<lharlea E. Nylander, Sec.
X... F. Wilaln, Treaa.

Publisher, Inc.,
166 W. 23d St., N. Y,

ITEMS OF INTEREST
SOLOMON'S SPRINGS TO-DAY
Two of the leading hotels of Jerusalem, w~o~e
proprietor recen~ly came to New Y?rk on a v1s1~,
e.re supplied w1'th water from Kmg Solomon s
pools. These famous pools -watered the gardens
of the ancient Hebrew ruler 3,000 years ago.
THE HALF-CENT STAMP
This stamp will have a portrait of the martyr
spy, Nathan Hale, and the Connecticut city has
been chosen as one of the first cities for its salt:!,
as that was Hale's native State and he was a
graduate of Yale, then a college, in New H aven.
They will be issued to be u sed on one-cent
stamped envelopes in mailing printed and advertising circular matter, the rate of which will be
advanced to 1 ½ cents on April 15.
.
WHY IS A BLOOD ORANGE ?
The fruit commonly called blood orange is a
cross between the ordinary orange and a pomegranate. The juice of the latter is dark _1·ed
and when an orange tree branch is grafted mto
a pomegranate tree the resulting fruit takes the
form of an orange, but shows traces of the jui.ce
of the larger fniit.
The orange was originally a pear-shaped fruit,
about the size oi a common cherry. Its evolution
is due to 1,200 years of cultivation.
WORLD'S DEEPEST WELL
The deepest well in the world was near Latrobe, Pa., when they struck natural gas at a
depth of 7,428 feet, or nearly one and a half
miles. Work on the well was begun in 1922 and
d rilling continued for thirty :nonths. T~e gas is
now fl.owing at the rate of :>00,000 cubic feet a
day. It has a strong odor, like that of hydrogen
s ulphide, according· to the engineers who constructed the well.
The total cost of · sinking the well was about
$200,000.
TRY TO MODERNIZE INDIANS
The American Red Cross, with the approval and
co-operation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, will
launch an experiment looking to. the moderniza-

tion of Indian life through a campaign of education in the Indian schools. Two reservations,
the Tongue River Rese1·vation in Montana and
the Zuni Reservation in New Mexico, have been
chosen fo1· the experiments.
Under the plan the Red Cross will undertake
to supplement the regular school work on the
two reservations by providing practical demonstrations in homemaking and hygienic living a1>plicable to Indian homes and by imp'r essing upon
the Indian children the desire for good homes. A
public health nurse and a home economics worker
will be assigned to each reservation to undertake
the demonstrations.

LAUGHS .
"Can you k eep a secret, uncle!"
"Yes."
"Well. auntie has eloped with the chauffeur, and
they've borrowed vour motor."
Mrs. Gr ay-The window in my hall has stained
irlass in it. Mrs. Green-Too bad! Can't you
find anything that'll take the stains out?
Knick-How did that doctor build up such a
good practice? Knack-Had moving pictures installed to a!_lmse his patrons while they waited.
Willie-Do they play baseball in heaven, mamma? Mother-Why, no, of course not. WillieThen I iruess I won't bother about saying- my
prayers.
Stranger- Are you sure it was a marriage license you irnve me last month? Clerk-Certainly , sir. Why? Stranger-Well, I've led a dog's
life ever since.
"And this," said the architect, showine: the
plans for the new house, "is the master's bedroom." " Yes , ves," said Mr. Henpeck, absently,
"but where am I e:oing to sleep?"
"I unders nd that Mr. Pinchpenny has been
operated on for appendicitis," remar~d Miss
Cayenne. "Yes, it's the first time any one was
known to get anything out of him." "And even
then they had to chlqroform him to get that."
A beautiful youne: lady approached the ticket
window at the Pennsylvania station and in a
voice like the rippling of a brook asked the
agent: "What is the fare to the Fair?" To
which the agent replied:
"Same as to the
homely·, madam."
"This is the best fishine: place on the lake ,"
said the guide. "I broue:ht a feller here yesterday and he took out fifteen bie: ones." "Take
me somewhere else," ordered the amateur fisherman. "I want a place where there are some
fish left."
Mahl was explaining- the baseball e:ame t G
Estelle. "What makes the man with the bat in
his hand keep waving it around like that?" inQuired Estelle. "Why, you silly goose," answered Mabel, "he does that so the pitcher can't hit
it, of course."
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HERE AND THERE
NO

AMERICAN
FIGURES
SURVIVE
WAXWORKS
FIRE
Not a sing!~ fil!'.ure in the American group of
waxworks, which included all the Presidents from
Washington to Coolidge, was saved from the fire•
which recently destroyed the famous Mme. Tus~aud's Exhibition of Waxworks in London.
. Likenes~es of General Per-hing and Admiral
Sims, which were grouped with others of the
leaders who directed the great war, also went
up in smoke. ~othing was left of these figures
except a few bits of melted metal which once
represented the officers' foreign decoration!:'.
John Tussaud, great-grandson of the founder
of the waxworks, and the stockholder_ of the concern say the exhibition likely will be rebuilt. The
celebrated "Chamber of Horrors," however, will
be eliminated from the ·next exhibition. The directors have decided that the public no longer
cares for this class of thrill.
MISERIES OF THE GREAT
Dante passed most of his life as an exile from
the only city in which he cared to live.
Byron was club-footed, and the fact was a
source of misery to him all his life.
Coky was quarrelsome, and passed his life in
almost continue) warfare with his friends and associates.
Johnson was near-sighted and hfs face much
disfigured by scars resulting from scrofula.
Charlemagne had an ulcer in his lel! which
troubled him for many years.
Palestrina lived in poverty most of his days,
and died in great want.
Selden was once sent to prison for his attack
on the divine l'ight of kings.
Tasso was poor most of his days. His miseries
finally drove him mad.
Le Sage was poor all his life. In old age he
was dependent on his son.
Peter the Gl'eat was half crazy most of his life
through drink and rage.
Queen Mary was unhappy after her marriage
with Philip of Spain.
Milton was blind in his old age, ancl often lacked
the comforts of life.
Cervantes was poor and constantly annoyed by
his cl'editors.
Julius Cresar had a weak digestion and was
subject to epileptic fits.
Cowper was all his days ovel'Shadowed by the
gloom of insanity.
BURIAL OF BABY ALIYE
Another death was charged to Indian vengeance
when Mormon Joe, medicine man of the Ute tribe,
killed a cell mate who had chided him for the
~laying of an Indian infant, alleged to have been
bUl'ied alive in accordance with :,caCl'ed tribal rites.
Angered, the Indian tore the leg from a table
and beat the prif<oner to death before jailer., could
interYene.
Only a few hours before a coroner's inque~t returned a verdict that the 18-day-one daughter of

Plat l\lay, Mormon Joe's son-in-law, "was buried
aliYe by Plat May under the coercion of Mormon
Joe."
The jury also decided that the infant's dead
mother, with whoin the living child was buried,
came to her death from natural causes.
B<_:>t? Plat Ma_y and Mormon Joe are in jail
awa1tmg the arnval of Federal officers from Denver.
EYidence at the inquest showed that Mormon
Joe instructed Plat May to wrap the baby in the
same blanket with its dead mother and bury them
together. The bodies were found at the reservation nea1· Cortez, Col., last week.
Plat :May's own sto1·y of the deed led to the
arre~ts. He went to Montesuma Creek nearby
where he told his mother of the crime. 'Later it
was related to the Indian agent, who conducted
the inYestigation and caused the arrests.
DIVERS SAVE TREASURE
Every 1?oy and girl is fascinated by the stories
of what divers do below the ocean's surface sometimes in saving ships, more often in r~scuing
huge amounts of treasure in sunken ships. It is
not too much to say that millions and millions of
dollar!- in gold, jewels and money have been recovered in this way. Of course, divers always
work under great danger, and it is one of the
sad features of their useful lives that death may
come at any moment, through accident or some
unforeseen happening.
Pl'Obably tlie greatest amount of treasure ever
recovered from one ship was from the French ship
L'Ori.ent, which ~vas wrecke~ many years ago.
Fully $3,000,000 m gold bulhon and coin is said
to hav~ been recovered from t}1is ship by divers,
according to the Book of \\ onders and other
treasure was also saved, which brought the total
to nearly $4,000,000. This is especially interesting, because it is only a few years ago that we
read of a treasure ship which foundered in the
Red Sea with an ~normous amount of gold and
jewels from India, which has not been salvaged,
but which, mav be, unless it dies in too deep water.
Other important recoveries are the following,
told by the Book of W onclers:
"A parallel case to £'Orient is that the the
Lutine, a warship of thirty-two .e:uns, wrecked off
the coast of Holland. This vessel sailed from the
Yannouth Roads with an immense quantity of
treasure for the Texel. In the course of the day
it came on to blow a heavy gale; the vessel was
lost and w~nt t<? pieces. Salvage operations of
divers, durmg eighteen months, resulted in the
recovery of $2,000,000 in specie.
One of the most difficult operations ever performed by a db·er was the recovering of the
treasure sunk in the steamship Jfolabar off Galle.
9n this_ occasio~ the large iron plates, half an
mch thick, had to be cut away from the mail. r':om, and then the diver had to work through
mne feet of sand. The whole of the specie on
board this vessel-upward of $1,500,000-was
:5aved, as much as $80,000 having been gotten out
m one day.
\
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POINTS OF_ INTEREST
HAD COIN IN THROAT FIVE YEARS
· Herbert Betz, 28 years old, a salesman, who
_lives at the Wittman Hotel, is breathing freely
for the first time ii;i five years. A penny that had
ibeen stuck in his throat during that time was removed by Dr. Henry Orton, a throat specialist of
Newark, without the use of an· anesthetic. Until
a few days ago Betz was entirely unaware of the
presence of the coin in his throat, and it was not
until an X-ray examination was made that the
penny was detected.
Some weeks ago he contracted stomach and
lung trouble and when local remedies failed to
relieve him he went to a private hospital. After
the X-ray he recalled that five years ago he accidentally swallowed a penny, but had forgotten
about it.

•

features perfectly preserved, being 6ffered for
sale. But the prices they bring have been exaggerated. Ordinary ones sell for $100 apiece.
As a matter of fact, you don't have to go to
Quito or Guayaquil to purchase them. I know
of at least one genuine head which is on sale in
this city."
SAW A DESERT

TURN INTO FERTILE
PLAIN
A warm current called El Nina, or The Child,
because it usually comes before Christmas, swept
southward along the west coast of South America in greater volume than ever known before,
bringing with it torrential rains to sections that
have not known rain since the days of Pizarro,
according to Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, Assistant Director of the American Museum of
ADMIRAL DEWEY'S BODY PLACED IN Natural History.
CATHEDRAL
Doctor Murphy, who just returned from South
The body of Admiral George Dewey was moved America, told of studies of ocean currents off the
from Arlington Cemetery, where it had rested coasts of Ecuador and Peru. ·
eight years, and was placed in the crypt- of the
El Nina tm-ned thousands of miles of desert
Bethlehem Chapel of the Washington Cathedral. into paradise almost over night, according to
The ceremony was simple. Mrs. Dewey, George Doctor Murphy, as it caused millions of hardy
C. Dewe}" of Chicago, the Admiral's son; Secre- seeds which had lain dormant in the ground
tary Wilbur and a small group of naval officers through decades of drought to sprout and grow
and friends of the admiral made up the funeral with incredible vigor. In a week brown and red
pa1ty.
.
·
landscapes had been painted green, and Doctor
Petty officers from the Washington N w.y Yard Murphy and his companion, Van Campen Hellner,
removed the coffin from the tomb at Arlington and caught hundreds of .fish in the streets of Talaro,
placed it on a caisson. It was then taken without a desert oil town, whe1·e rain had not fallen prea military escort or music to the cathedral, where viously for thirty-four years. This town was in
the Right Rev. James E. Freeman, Bishop of a parched plain as lifeless as the Sahara when
Washington, offered a prayer and the cathedral the scientists first saw it before Jan. 12, when El
choir sang hymns.
Nina swept down the coast, but on March 7, when
As the cortage · turned into the cathedral they reached the town, the horizon was one of
arrounds the caisson was . met by a company of lush grasses, flowers and foliage, and the place
marines and saqors, who walked beside the coffin was a Venice with myrids of minnows swarming
to the chapel \1 .ile the Navy Band played a down its canals.
funeral dirge .
The 1·ains, torrential and continuous, which fell
The body was placed in the crypt •in the pres- for weeks after the arrival of El Nina off the
ence of the funeral party and the pallbearers.
coast, had interlaced the whole desert with
streams, connected them with distant rivers, and
carried billions of eggs from spawning places to
COMPETITION IN HEADS
cover the desert with minnows. That was the
Doctor Murphy confirmed previous reports theory of the explorers, although the natives said
from this part of the world that unfair competi- the fish came from the ocean.
tion and bootlegging in cured human heads was
"There is ordinarily no rain at all along the
seriously affecting the economic condition of the South American coast from Southern Ecuador to
head-hunting natives of the highlands of Peru N01·th Central Chili," said Dr. Murphy. "This is
and Ecuador.
.
because of the cold Humboldt current which flows
"Medical students at Quito have learned from north. The wind carries water from the Humhead-hunters the art of removing the bones from bolt current to the land, but the land is warmer
heads and reducing them with hot stones until than the ocean and the air expands and gives up
they are about the size of a fist," he said. "They none of its water as rain. But this warm current
are sellin~ these in competition with the regular this year flowed further south and apparently in
head-huntmg traffickers, but the genuine work much gi·eater volume, and charged the. winds with
of the savages commands a higher figure. The moisture which was condensed in continuous raintourist traffic in these works of art has aroused falls, visiting some regions where rain has never
the government to some extent.
been reported, and, as far as we know, had not
"There was a Swede who went into the country fallen since before the visit of Pizarro in 1551.
"The deluge fell on some spots which had not
1·ecently with another white man whose nationality I do not know. They separated, and a few known rain for seven or eight years, on others
weeks later the Swede was horrified to find his that had not known it for thirty-folll' year, and
friend's head, reduced to the size of fist, but with on still others where it has never been recorded."

DOUGHNUTS
-TO THE
•.
CONVICTS
Bearing
good
cheer and dough- nuts to convicts
in penitentiaries
from the Atlantic
to the ..Pacific
coast a gospel car
left Philadelphi:t
with a party of
welfare workers,
some of whom
helped
brighter
dark days for the
soldiers in the
trenche s
in
France. On the
front of the car
was a brass plate
with the inscription: "In the Service of the King."
The automobile
tour was plar•ned
by some of the
workers followi ng
a visit to a convict camp, where
they made doughnuts for the men
and talked and
!)rayed with them.
The
prisoni:-l's
seemed so cacC'red by the unexpected visit ~hat
it was decided to
spread the work
to every prisC'n to
which admis;;ion
c•mld be gained.
With 3fi cents
as .capital the
workers set out.
Their doughnut
making with
doughnut cutters
made from cap.t u i- e d German
shells, and the
appeal of their
idea soon brought
aid to them, and
r e c e n t 1 y they
we r e presented
with a la1·ge automobile, f u 11 y
equipped, in
- which to make
th e i r journey.
The first five gallons of gasoline
also was presented. With this as
a basis the party
planned to dedicate the car at
special services,
before leaving on
their trip,

LI I I LE ADS

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 630 Broadway, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine
AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS Wanted To Advertise Our Goods
and distribute samples given to consumers; 90c no hour; write for full particulnrs. American Products Co., 2469 American
Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
AGENTS. Sell marvelous new camera. takes
and finishes -pictures inside camera in one
minute.
Crown Co., Dept. 967, Norwalk.
Conn.
$20 PROFIT DAILY, selling Self ThrPflrling

Neecll<>s. Needlebooks. Cost 3c-5c: sPll 25c.
Thrt>e ~amoles 2:lc. Catalogue free. ~•eecllebool, Sneei-slty Co., Dept. 8, 661 Bron,hrn y
'<ew York.

AGENT'--WRiTE FOR F"REE SAMPLES.

Sell Madison "Better-Made" shirts for
J~rge Manufacturer, direct to wearer. No
ca pltal, or experience required . llfnn:v earn
$100 weekly ancl honus. Madison Corp., 501
Broadway, New York.

HELP WANTED

Dl'l'l'ECTJVES

NEEDED

EVERYWHERE.

Work h.ome or travel. expPrl<>nce unneces•n ry.
Write George R. Wagner. former
Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
SILVERING Mirrors.

J!'renrh plate. EaR!ly
learned: lmmen8e orofltR. Plan~ tree. Wear
11-llrr.-,r Work$, Excelsior Springs, Mo.

Y0l1 NG LADY, worth $50,000.
All alone.
Will marry. (Kathryn), B-1022, Wichita,

Kansas.

.

LONELY HEARTS- I have a sweetheart tor

:von. Exchange letters: make new friends.
Efficient, confidential and cllgnlfted service.
Members ever:vwhne. Evn Moore, Box 908,,
J 11cksonvllle, Florida.

MARRY IF LONELY "Home Maker"; bun•
dreds rich; reliable, years experience: de- '
scriptions free. Tbe Successful Club, Bo:c
556, Oakland, California.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th .vear. Big Issue
with descriptions. photos, names and adrlresses. 2!1 c;,nts. No other fee. Sent sealed.
Box 2265, R, Boston, Mallll.

MARRY-Free photographs. dlr~tory an4
' descriptions of wealthy members.
Pay
wb;,n marrlPd. New Pinn Co., De-pt. 36.
J{ansas City, Mo.
JIIARRY-MARRIAGE
DIRECTORY wltll
photos anrl descriptions free. Pav whell
married. The Exchange, Dept. 545. Kansaa
City, Mo.

MARRY--Wrlte for big new dlrectorv wl!
photos and descriptions. Free. Nation&
.Agency. Dept. A, 4006, Sta. E., Kansa
City, Mo.

\VORK AT HOME-'-T,adfrs. nlrnsnnt. MSY

sewing on your mncbinP. ·wh ole or part.
time. Highest possihlc nricP~ nni<l. For full
information addrP s L . Jones. Box 52
Olney. 111.

GET A SWEETHEART. Exchan!!"e letter&
Wrlte me enclosing stamp. Violet Ray,.
Dennison, Ohio.

PERSONAL

MARRY-Lonely Hearts, join our club. we
have a companion for yon . many wortll
from .$5,000 to $50,000. Descriptions," pl1otoa,
lntrodnctlons free. Send no money. Stand•
ard Cor. Club, Grayslake, Ill.

ARE YOU LONEl'O'.lfE? Write Retty I.ee,
Inc., Box 820, City Hall Station. New York

City.

Stamp appr<>clated.

Hundreds, wealthy, everywhere,
s.eeklng companions.
Pfaln sealed -particulars FREE. Results guaranteed. Smith,
Box-1167K. Denver, Colo.
MARRY?

HUNDREDS seeking marriage. If slncne
enclose stamp.
Mrs. F. Willard. 2928
Broadway, Chicago, Jlllnole.
LONESOJIIE--Attractiv!' Widow, worth iao,. 000. Description. Write Mrs. MacKay,

B-1083. Omaha, Nebr.

ANKLE

Stamped
envelopes for proposal.
Tbe Lily Club,
Station H. Cleveland, Ohio.

TOBACCO HABIT

TOBACCO or Snuff Hahlt cured or no -pay.
$1 .00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial.

Superba Co., PC., Baltimore, Md.

SONGWRITERS

tor free copy Writer's Digest: tells bow to write nnd sell short
stories, nhotoplays, poems, songs. Writer's
Digest, G-22, E. 12th St., Cincinnati_
SEND TODAY

l\lARRY MAIDEN, -w~stlthy, hut fio lonesome. Le11gne. Box SO, Oxford, Fla. .

THE GOLDEN

SWEETHEARTS for e-.eryhorly,

SUPPOATER

For Children
and A<lults.
GrPat he I p to
any Child lea1·ning to " . a 1 k .
l'h:vsicians recommend th em.
Best a p-plinnce
In the world for
weak. spraJnccl,
or cleformed auk lcs. ll i g h C 8 t
testimonialR. Send for free booklet.
W.R. HAZZARD, l\Ugr.
Box 6, So. Norwalk, Con.n.

ASTH
Old Money Wanted
Will pn:v Fifty Dollnrs !or ulckel of J913
with Liberty head (not Bulfalo). We pay
cash premiums for all rare c<iins. Send 4c
for large Coln Circulal". May mean mucb
pro Ii t to you.
NUMISMATIC DAN]{.
:Ft. Wortll. Tex.

Dt'pt. 436.

•
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"There's one man we're going to keep"
"EDmost
WILSON, there, is one of the fully-illustrated I. C. S. textbooks make
ambitious men
the plant. it easy to learn.
"in

I notice that he never fools· away his
spare time. He studies his International
Correspondence Schools course every
chance he gets.

This is all we ask: Without cost.
without obligating yourself in any way.
put it up to us to prove how we can.
help you. Just mark and mail this
"It's been the making of him, too. He . coupon for full particulars.
hasn't been here nearly so Iong as Tom
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4488-D. Scranton, Penna.
Downey, who was laid off yesterday,
11
1
but he knows ten times as much about tb,w~!~U~~n~~t i~r tt~ ::~J~~i c!;:,s: ,!,~lcbmi ~~:e ~:!:e~u:! 1 :for
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
this business.
Bu!inea■ Management
g s a1camanahip
"I'm going to give him , Tom's job,
with a raise in salary. He's the kind of
man we want around here."

OW do you stand in your shop or
H
office? Are you an Ed Wilson or a
Tom Downey? Are you going up? Or
down?
No matter where you live, the International Correspondence Schools will
come to you. No matter what your
handicaps or how small your means, we
have a plan to meet your circumstances.
No matter how limited your previous
-1ucation, the simply-written, wonder-

I

lnduttrial Management
PerJJonnel Ora:anlzaUoa
Traffic Managem«mt
Business Law
Banking and RRnklng L&w
Accountancy(locludlngC.P.A.)
Ni rholson Cost Account ina

:;r:.

~:e~~~~etary

Adfertt1tna
Better Lett.era
Show Ca r(1 Letterlna:
Steno,(J'aphy 1.nd Typfna
Bustneu English
Civil Service
!Railway Ma.11 Clerk

I

i~::s~hr:~~:,::t:cta

Spanl1h
D French
Illustrating
D Cartoontq
.
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical EnglneerlnaArchlt.ect
Electric Lighting
Architects' Blue Print.a
Mechanical Engineer
Contractor and Builder
Meehan1e&J Drafteman
Ardllt~tural Draftsman
M.acb1ne Sho1> Practice
Concrete Builder
Railroad Poalt.tona
Structural Engineer
Oaa Engine Operattna
Chemistry D Pharmacy
Civil Endneer
Automobile Work
Surveying and Mapplna:
Alrplane En1rtne■
Metallurgy
Navigation
Steam En1lneerlnaAgriculture and Poultry
Radio
Mathematics

I

~ame .. ........ ............... ................................................................ ..........

13treet
•
3·6·24
Addrese ..... ................................................. .................................... t ... ..

Clty .......... ........................................l!tate.......................................... .
Occupation ........ .... :........... ........... ... .. ... ... ............. ... .. ........... ...... ........ .
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·WILD WEST WEEKLY
LATEST ISSUES
· 1125 Younc Wild West's Clean Sweep; or, The Reform&•
tton or Recklesil Camp.
1127 " and "Cinnamon Hank"; or, The Grudce of the
Gila Giant.
.
1128 " Scrimmage wtth Sloui:: or, Arletta 11nd the
Renegade.
1129 " Rnclng the Cowbo1s; or, Savine a Doome4
Ranch.
·
1130 " Biggest Panou t; or, Arietta and the Lost Pros•
pectors.
1131 " Saving a Hundred Thousand; or, The Shot That
Stopped the Train.
1132 " Fall Round Up: or, Arletta and the Rustlers.
1133 " Over the Rio Grnnde: or. The HuQt tor the
Stolen Stock.
1134 " and the Redskin Spy; or, Artetta'a Clever
Decoy.
113:5 " Gunning tor Gold: or, Outwitting the Mina.
Plotters.
1136 " Forced to_ Fight; or, How Arletta Bossed the
Oulch.
1137 " and the English Earl; or, The Search tor a
Missing Man.
1138 " and the Indian Agent; or, Arietta Shooting tor
Her Lite.
1139 " Lasso Duel; or, The Picnic · at Dry Bottom.
1140 " and the U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta as a De•
tectlve.
1141 " Stopping a Flood: o.r, Saving a Doomed Camp.
1142 " and the Mall Coach; or, Arletta and the Lady
In Blue.
1143 " and the Mystic Dozen; or, The Scourge or Red
Rock Pass.
,
1144 " He! ping the 9t.h Cavalry: or, Arletta as -a
Sharpshooter.
1145 " and thP Miner's "Kid"; or, Fighting tor a
Gold Claim.
1146 " and the Redskin Rustlers; or, Arletta Saving
the Cattle.
1147 " Fight on the Mesa: or, Surrounded by GreMers.
1148 " Lending a Ra.I d; or, Arletta and the Bars of
Gold.
1149 " at Yankee Camp; or, A Fourth ot J'uly on the
Border.
1150 " Cornered by Apaches: or, Arletta and the
Polsrmed Arrow.
1151 " and "Innocent Ike": or, Trnppla!-' a Trick,:
Rustlet.
115? " Prairie Pnrsult: or, Arletta a -Captive.
1153 " and the Texas Cowboys: or, The ScrJmmoge
with the Sheepmen.
1154 " Wnshlag Out Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Dis•
covery.
1155 " Mexican Mix up: or. 1.'be Sliver Mine Dispute.
1156 " at thP. Widow's Claim; or, Arietta's Brave Defense.
,
1157 " and the Range Boss: or, Crooked Work at the
Sleepy J'.
11158 " Cnnght by Snvages: or, Ar!etta's Daring
Rescue.
1159 " and the Mexican Dendsbot: or, The Shooting
Mntch On the Border.
1160 " at Hard Luck: or, Arletta 11nd the Stream of
Gold.
1161 •• Defending a Ranch; or. Besieged by Cottle
Rustlers.
·
1162 " and the Miner's Trnp: or. Arletta•~ Great Shot.
1163 " at Ace High Fnlr: or. The Llvellest Time on
RPcord
l1M " Risky lHde: or. Arlettn anrl the Gnlch Gnni!.
116'1 " Jluckskln Banrl: or, The Sheriff's Bl11r Mistake.
1106 " Douhlo 'l'rlnmnl1: or. ArfPttn Snvlng tbt> ll'lRJ?.
1167 " nnd "("owboy .Tf,ek": or. Rpolllng a 'Rench Raid.
1168 " Onlv ('hnnce: or. Arlettn's Quirk Throw.
1169 " DPR per•t<' Charge: or, The Rhot Thnt Beat the
Rt>il•kina.
1170 Young Wilrl We~t at Gold Dust Flat: or. Arletta
and tbe Recret Bnnd.
1171 " in Danger: or, Helping the Trnpped Cnvalry0

1172 Younitwild West Rnd thP Dutchman's Claim; ()r,
Arietta Deff'ndlnir Her Life.
" Taming the Cowpunchers; or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull
Ranch.
nn " After the Tall
"Vultures": or. Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
1175 " CRlling the Two Gun llfan: or, Snvlng a Sher•
itf's Lile.
For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any ad•
dress on recelpt ot price, Be. per copy, In mone1
or postage stamps by
.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive. and Amuain,r, They contain
Valuable Information on Almoat
Enry. Subfect.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM
BOOK.-Conta! nlng the great orncle of human destiny;
also the true meaning or almost any kind of dreams,
~~~j~~er with charms, ceremonies and curious games ot
No. 2. HOW. TO DO TRICKS.-The grent book ot
magic nnd c.arii tricks, contnlnlng full tostructions oa
all !fading cnrd tricks of the day, also the most popolar
mag1cn1 Illusions as performed by our leading magtclnns; every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3. BOW TO FLIRT. -The arts and wiles ot
ftlrtaUon are tully ei:plnlned by this Uttle book. Be sides the various methods of handkerchief. tan. glove,
parasol, window and hat flirtation, It contains a run list
or the langunge nncl sentiment of flowen .
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE Is the title of this little hook
It cont1tina full instructions In the nrt -0f dancing et!~
QUPtte In the ballroom and at parties, how to dress' and
full directions for calling olf In all popula,· square
dance~.
No. 6. HOW TO !IIAKE LOVE-A completP guJile to
love, courtship and marrlnge, giving sensible advice
rules and etiquette t" be observed. wfth many curiou;
• and interesting thln1?s not genl'rally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE -Glvln
tun instructions tor the use of dumbells fudtan club&'
parnllel bars, horizontal bar• and various ~ther methods
of developing a good, healthy muscle; containing over
sl:s:t:v fllustrntlons.
1
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS -Handsom I !JI
trated and contn!nlng full Instructions for thee ~anA UB•
ment And training of the canary, mockingbird bob gek0 11 n
b1Mkblrd, paroquet, parrot, etc.
'
•
No. 9.

HOW TO BECOME A

No. 14.

HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A

VENTRIJ OQUIST

By Rarry Kennedy. Every Intelligent boy .r~ading th!
11
hook of Instructions can mast.Pr the art and
nmonnt of rup tor himself nnd friends. ' It ls fheat•" nnt.v
l'St hook evn published .
e rea ·
No 10. HOW TO BOX.-The nrt or •el! d t
ens:v. Containing over thirty lllustr~tlo~s c ense made
blows nod the different positions or 8 good h ot guards,
boy should obtain one of these useful anct°ier.t Every
books. ns it will tench you to box with nts rucu ..a•
structor.
ou an InNo. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTE R
complete little book, containing full dlrP<'.'llon:•r.A mo• t
Ing love-letters, and when to use them .g lv!n. or wl rlt•
lettns for :vnung and old.
•
g spec me11
No. 12. now TO WRJ.TE LETTERS TO L
-Giving complete Instructions tor wrlttn
ADIE8.
ladies on all subjects; also letters or tntrod~ct\e tters tt"
and requests
0 n, no e1t
No. 13. HOW TO DO' IT· Or, BOOK OF E1'1QUET
- I t ls a great life secret. and one that ev
TE.
man dPs!res to know about. There's happln:Sry 0 utnir
book !or making all kinds
essences, etc.
No. 18.

HOW TO

or•

. g

i: 1

·

candy 1ce-'.'i?r'!1J>i!.ete hand.
•
, syrups.

BECOMF. BEAUTIFUL _

the brightest and most valuable little books ~ve~~I~ M
to the world. Everyb,,dy wi~hes to kaow ·ho,
eu
come beautiful, both male and female. The :efietbe 1"
slmple and almost costless.
No. 20.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENI
PARTY.-A most complete compendium or games
8 0 ~o

cnrd diversions, comic reclta.tlons, etc., suitable forp p~::
!or or drawing-room entertainmPnt. ft contains more
for the monPy than any book puhl!shed.
No. 23.

HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Th is little

No. 21i.

HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Co ntafn-

book gives the explnnRtlon to llll kinds ot dreams to•
gether with lu cky and unlucky days.
'
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE
!IIEN.-Contain lng full directions tor writing to gentle:
men 011 all 8Ubjects.
!ng full dirPctlons tor 1111 kinds or gymnnstlc sports aa<t
atheltlc exerclsPs. Elmbrnclng thirty-five lllustratlons.
By Professor W. Macdonald.
For salo by all new■dealere, or WIit be llellt to an,
address on receipt of price, tOc. per cop7,
' tn money or s~mpe, bJ

H,ARRY E .. WOLFF. Publisher. Inc.
166 West .23d Stree&
New York Cits

